WE TURN IDEAS
INTO SOLUTIONS.

Your solution partner with line and process competence.
You have ideas – we have just the right solution for them. From product
preparation to filling and portioning technology and product handling –
our process solutions to match your needs. Benefit from our many years
of in-depth expertise, our process-reliable technology and our excellent
service. Let us turn your ideas into solutions.

Further information at:
www.handtmann.com/food
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Dear reader,

I

FFA - the leading international trade fair for
Meat Technology and Alternative Proteins, once
again provided the most convincing demonstration
of its outstanding position in the industry. The
fair impressed with around 50, 000 visitors from
129 countries who traveled to Frankfurt am Main.
The anticipated pewrsonal reunion created an
excellent networking atmosphere. Wolfgang
Marzin, President and CEO of Messe Frankfurt,
also described the overall atmosphere: “ An almost
euphoric mood dominated IFFA. You could clearly
Jenny Smart
feel how relieved everyone was to finally be able
to meet in person again.” For six days, exhibitors
presented innovations for sustainable and efficient production and packaging
of meat and alternative proteins. Sustainable production, automated processes,
and digitalization in processing and packaging as well as the high interest
in alternative proteins showed the great future and growth potential of this
market. In our IFFA post-show review section, you will find some of the fair
highlights as well as first-hand information from some of the exhibitors we
interviewed.
Another hot topic of discussion in this edition of the magazine is cultured
meat, which after several approvals in the world, such as in Singapore, could
now become a reality for the EU as well. Cultured meat has the potential to
greatly improve the competitiveness and sustainability of the meat industry
in Europe. But what are the governments’ appetites for cultured meat like
France, Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, and Spain? How are they reacting
to this new method of producing meat, and which country is leading the race
for cultured meat in Europe? Find out on pages 32-34.
Our cover story “ Social Media Food: “McWhopper”, addresses the question:
How does social media interact with the behavioural characteristics of dietary
preferences and influence purchasing patterns? Read on pages 28-31.
As always, we feature the industry’s latest news and developments, top-notch
technological innovations, and case studies.

Enjoy your read!
www.meatingpoint-mag.com
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BUSINESS NEWS

EFFECTIVE CLIMATE PROTECTION IS
ONLY POSSIBLE TOGETHER
Within the framework of its
NET ZERO activities, SÜDPACK
has joined the Science Based
Targets Initiative (SBTi) – and
signed the commitment letter. The
joint initiative of the UN Global
Compact, Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP), World Resources
Institute (WRI), Worldwide Fund
for Nature (WWF) and others has
set itself the goal of anchoring
effective climate protection on
a corporate level to limit global
warming to 1.5°C.
SÜDPACK thus belongs to an
international community of
companies that share the same
values and goals. But above all,
the global film manufacturer is
committing itself to even greater
involvement in climate protection
along the entire value chain, to
involvement that is based on
current findings in climate science
– and is ensuring that its climate
protection efforts are consistent
with the highest standards of the
Paris Agreement.

“It is based on our NET ZERO
vision here at SÜDPACK that
we are working hard on the
sustained improvement of our
carbon footprint,” emphasized
Valeska Haux, VP of Strategic
Marketing at SÜDPACK.

goods. Scope 3 takes a look at the
indirect emissions from upstream
and downstream activities, such
as purchased materials and their
transportation, distribution and
logistics, waste and employee
commuting.

The SBTi commitment letter was
signed in April 2022. Within the
next 24 months, SÜDPACK will
submit concrete goals to the
SBTi and have them validated.
Scope 1 and Scope 2 will be
taken into account as defined
in the Greenhouse Gas Protocol
standards, as will Scope 3 emissions,
which have the greatest effect on
SÜDPACK’s total emissions. Scope
1 emissions are direct emissions
that are directly emitted by
the company. This includes the
company’s vehicles, incineration
plants and refrigerants. Scope
2 comprises indirect emissions,
such as those from purchased
energy, steam, cooling, heating
or also from business travel,
waste, leased assets and capital

Concrete measures to reduce Scope
1 and Scope 2 emissions have
already been executed or are in
the implementation phase. Some
examples include the increased use
of energy from renewable sources
as well as additional investments
in photovoltaic systems at the
production sites. Since early 2022,
SÜDPACK has been sourcing 100%
carbon neutral natural gas for all
of its German sites, and energy
supply has been shifted to 100%
renewable energy. With its firm
commitment to a circular economy
and recycling, as well as further
measures that involve waste and
material management or e-mobility,
SÜDPACK is also on the right
track when it comes to Scope 3.

www.suedpack.com

LORYMA INGREDIENTS HALAL CERTIFIED
According to the European Institute of
Halal Certification (EHZ), all Loryma
ingredients comply with their Halal
standard, with the corresponding
confirmation issued after an audit.
These include, for example, the
wheat texturates (Lory® Tex), the
binding components of the Lory®
Bind range, various coatings and
breadings, starch mixtures, stabilising
systems and Lory® Protein. These
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products are used as texturisers
for plant-based meat alternatives
and to optimise a wide range of
applications. Loryma initiated the
certification process as a result of
increased demand for such products.
Latest analysis by the Imarc
Group puts the global market
for halal products at close to
two billion US dollars in 2021,

and forecasts average annual
growth of more than eleven per
cent over the period 2022-2027.
“The halal certificate has been
in high demand from customers
from Muslim countries and is of
great importance. We are therefore
pleased that our products meet the
requirements,” says Henrik Hetzer,
Managing Director of Loryma.

www.loryma.de
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BETTCHER INDUSTRIES TO ACQUIRE
FRONTMATEC FROM AXCEL
for the Bettcher platform, and we
are excited to work with Allan and
his team to extend our collective
innovation leadership,” said Tim
Swanson, CEO of Bettcher.

Bettcher Industries Inc. headquartered in Birmingham, Ohio USA

Bettcher Industries, Inc., a leading
manufacturer of protein processing
equipment, has announced the
signing of a definitive agreement
under which it will acquire Frontmatec
from Axcel. KKR, which acquired
Bettcher in December 2021, will
invest additional capital from its
North American private equity
strategy to support the transaction.
Headquartered in Kolding, Denmark,
Frontmatec is a global manufacturer
of end-to-end automated solutions
for pork and beef processing, with
world-class robotics and vision
system capabilities. The company
serves as a full-line supplier of
processing equipment, parts
and services, instruments plus
software, which help solve key issues
pertaining to food and worker safety.
The acquisition represents an
important step in Bettcher’s
strategy to build a scaled food
processing automation platform
serving food processing plants
globally. In addition to delivering
leading automation capabilities,
the purchase of Frontmatec
deepens Bettcher’s footprint in
Europe. Frontmatec’s executive

team, led by Allan Kristensen, is
expected to remain in place to
continue to grow the business
after the transaction closes.
“Frontmatec has built a leading
brand and position by enabling
customers to continuously improve
the productivity and safety of
their workforce. The company’s
capabilities in automation and its
global presence make it a superb fit

“We are excited to join forces with
Bettcher and believe this strategic
transaction will enable Frontmatec
to continue expanding our suite
of solutions which are helping
to meet the accelerating global
demand for improved yield in
production and food quality. We
are proud of everything we have
accomplished and are focused on
the exciting opportunity to continue
growing our business together with
Bettcher and KKR,” said Allan
Kristensen, CEO of Frontmatec.
The transaction is expected
to close during the second
half of 2022, subject to
customary regulatory approvals.

www.bettcher.com
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IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW

SUCCESSFUL AND EMOTIONAL:
IFFA 2022 EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS

he global meat and protein
industry seized every minute
of IFFA from 14 to 19 May:
for intensive networking, to see
innovations and to do business.
Sustainable production, automated
processes and digitalisation in all
areas of processing, packaging and
sales characterized the range of
products at the booths. The high
interest in alternative proteins
also showed the great future and
growth potential of this market.
Around 50,000 visitors from 129
countries travelled to Frankfurt am
Main for the leading international
trade fair IFFA – Technology for
Meat and Alternative Proteins.
Emotions and delight to reunite
in person at IFFA were high: For
six days, exhibitors presented
innovations for sustainable and
efficient production and packaging
of meat and alternative proteins.
Around 50,000 trade visitors were
more than satisfied with ‘their’
industry meeting, which took place
following its usual three-year cycle,
which corresponds to the industry’s
innovation cycle. Wolfgang Marzin,
President and CEO of Messe
Frankfurt, also expressed his
enthusiasm: “It was a pleasure to
walk through the halls and meet
industry participants again. An
almost euphoric mood dominated
IFFA. You could clearly feel how
relieved everyone was to finally be
able to meet in person again. The
industry was open to new topics
and impressively demonstrated
its innovative strength. The global
family reunion once again set
the trends for the coming years
– not least due to the expansion
to include alternative proteins.”
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Industry with Innovative
Power Shows Solutions
for Tomorrow
Automation and digitalisation
are the driving topics in meat
and protein processing and were
at the centre of the innovations.
The exhibiting industry also
showed solutions and ideas for
increasing energy efficiency
and resource-saving production
in order to achieve the EU’s
target of climate neutrality
by 2050. Richard Clemens,
Managing Director of the VDMA
Food Processing and Packaging
Machinery association, is more
than satisfied with the course of
the trade fair and emphasised:
“Finally, the industry can meet
again. The mood at IFFA 2022 is
exceptionally good. The national
and international visitors are very

again is apparent everywhere.”
As for the packaging industry,
the innovations were entirely in
line with the slogan: “As much as
necessary, as little as possible”.
In addition to recyclability,
manufacturers focused on
renewable raw materials: biobased packaging as an alternative
to plastic made from fossil raw
materials points the way to a more
environmentally friendly future.
The German Butchers’ Association
(DFV), supported by the National
Team of the Butchers’ Trade,
placed the promotion of young
professional talent at the centre
of many activities in Hall 12.0.
Herbert Dohrmann, President
of the DFV, is entirely satisfied
with IFFA: “I am an optimist,
but I would certainly not have
expected that we would meet

Source:
Messe Frankfurt /
Jochen Gunther

interested in the innovations and,
in numerous cases, have very
concrete projects in the pipelines.
The joy of finally meeting in person

so many of our colleagues here
and that there would be such
a great atmosphere at the fair.
More than 25 percent increase

IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW
in the number of products at the
international quality competitions,
two brand new competitions for
young professionals and a strong
performance by our national
squad have brought a lot of life
to our areas. A visit to IFFA was
worthwhile for every company
in the meat industry, because
the technical and technological
developments of the last three
years have been tremendous.
The fair has more than fulfilled
its role as a driver of innovation
for the sector.”

Successful Premiere:
Great Interest in
Alternative Proteins
The trend is towards more conscious
consumption of meat. Nevertheless,
many people do not want to give
up their usual dietary patterns.
Industry and trade are therefore
developing ever more perfect
plant-based alternatives – the
market for meat alternatives based
on plants or from cell cultures is
growing rapidly. New products
are emerging which also mean a
boost in innovation for production
technology. Picking up on this
trend, IFFA expanded its product
portfolio for the first time and
focused on process technology
and ingredients for alternative
proteins. Visitors showed great
interest in plant-based meat
alternatives, hybrid products
and cell-cultured meat – both on
the exhibitors’ stands and with
their participation in the event
programme. The conference by
ProVeg and the Discovery Tours led
by the Good Food Institute Europe,
for example, were very popular.
Fabio Ziemßen, first chairman
at the German Association for
Alternative Protein Sources, draws
a positive conclusion from his
association’s premiere participation

at IFFA: “IFFA 2022 has made
it clear that alternative protein
sources will continue to have a firm
place at the leading international

|
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satisfaction is even higher than
at IFFA 2019 - and thus at an
absolute top level. According to a
regular visitor survey conducted by

Source:
Messe Frankfurt /
Jochen Gunther

trade fair in the future, and that
this topic will continue to grow in
the coming years. It is therefore
indispensable for producers
and distributors of alternative
protein sources to be present
here in three years’ time. Being
the German industry association,
we look forward to continuing
to accompany and shape this
development in the future.”

Convinced, Excited
and Inspired
The exhibitors’ booths were
crowded: whether between
bowl cutters, transport lines or
packaging machines, in front
of shelves of ingredients, in the
butchers’ competition area or in
the IFFA Factory – visitors were
primarily interested in the haptic
experience. Touching, smelling,
tasting, seeing machines in live
operation, exchanging personal
experiences and expanding
knowledge were at the top of
the agenda. At 96 percent, overall

Messe Frankfurt, 95 percent were
satisfied with the exhibitors’ range
of products and services, and 96
percent said they had achieved
their trade fair visit objectives.
Despite the currently difficult
general conditions, visitors came
to Frankfurt from 129 countries.
With a total share of 72 percent
international visitors, IFFA thus
maintains its high relevance for
the global industry.
For the first time, IFFA was also
extended into the digital space:
on the IFFA Digital Extension
platform, participants were able
to contact each other in advance,
make appointments and find out
about exhibitors’ innovations
even before the fair begun.
And: Anyone who missed a
presentation at the IFFA Forum
can still watch the recordings on
the digital platform afterwards. The
IFFA Digital Extension recorded
12,661 accesses by the end of the
show.

www.iffa.messefrankfurt.com
www.meatingpoint-mag.com
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SUCCESSFULLY SHAPING THE FUTURE – WITH
SUSTAINABILITY AND DIGITALIZATION
MULTIVAC looks back on a
successful 2021 and is already in
a position to announce an even
better 2022, in spite of all the
current uncertainties. As a provider
of integrated end-to-end systems,
the company will be introducing
innovative solutions and setting new
standards in terms of sustainability
and digitalization. At the press
conference at the IFFA 2022 in
Frankfurt, MULTIVAC’s Group
Presidents, Christian Traumann
and Guido Spix, will outline the
innovations that MULTIVAC is
presenting at the IFFA and how
the company intends to shape the
future in dialogue with its customers.
In spite of the ongoing pandemic,
the MULTIVAC Group continues
to record significant growth and
succeeded in increasing its sales
to 1.37 billion euros. “MULTIVAC
entered 2022 with a good order
bookings,” said Christian Traumann,
Group President at MULTIVAC,
during the press conference at

10 |
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the IFFA 2022 in Frankfurt, the
leading international trade fair
for the meat industry. “We are
also expecting a further increase
in sales for 2022. This positive
business development once again
shows that we are on the right
track and is a source of pride
for us, because ultimately this
success also represents a vote of
confidence from our customers.”
The 2025 Agenda highlights how
MULTIVAC is planning to continue
developing its business successfully
in the future – opening up new
markets and market segments,
and with advanced digitalization
and sustainability.

Close to Our Customers –
all Around the World
With more than 85 subsidiaries
providing sales and service,
MULTIVAC is available to its
customers on site in many regions
around the globe. In the future,

the development of markets on
the African continent in particular
will be driven forward. The focus
is also on the rapidly developing
region of Southeast Asia.
To be even closer to its customers
all around the world, the company
is investing in the expansion of its
international production. MULTIVAC
is now represented worldwide with
13 production and manufacturing
sites. Recently, for example, new,
modern production facilities were
added in China and Japan. A new
site in India is currently under
construction. “This allows us to
respond quickly and flexibly to
market requirements in the respective
regions,” Traumann highlights.

Innovative Packaging
Solutions – Sustainable,
Digital and Customized
to Meet any Requirement
With its processing and packaging
solutions, MULTIVAC is also

IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW
planning to open up new market
their production processes run
segments. For example, a fully
as efficiently and smoothly as
automatic line solution for portioning
possible – thereby increasing
and packing poultry or fresh
productivity. Digitalized lines
meat. Another solution
is the R3, an applicationoptimized thermoforming
Sustainability
packaging machine that
can also process recyclable
is an important facet of
mono-materials such as
MULTIVAC’s corporate
polypropylene (PP). “The
strategy. As a technology
fusion of digitalization
and machine design is
leader, we are not only
key, as well as solution
fulfilling our corporate
sustainability,” explains
responsibility, but also our
Guido Spix.

“

“In the era of Industry 4.0,
machines and lines are
becoming increasingly
complex, especially in
food production. With our digital
solutions such as Smart Services
or the Pack Pilot, we support
our customers in ensuring that

social obligation,
says Guido Spix.

of this kind significantly reduce
product waste. Moreover, at our
state-of-the-art Training and
Innovation Center (TIC), we not only

|
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develop sustainable solutions with
alternative packaging materials
together with our customers and
partners, we also develop solutions
for cutting and portioning
vegetarian and plant-based
meat substitutes – thereby
making an important
contribution to improving
the carbon footprint of
processed and packaged
products,” adds Traumann.
The topic of sustainability
plays a key role for
M U LT I VA C i n t h e
development of innovative
packaging solutions as well
as in other vital areas. For
example, the company will
be using green electricity
to reduce the CO2 footprint of its
production by 20,000 tons within
the next three years.

“

www.multivac.com

www.meatingpoint-mag.com
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HANDTMANN ACHIEVES BEST IFFA
RESULT WITH INTEGRATIVE LINE SOLUTIONS
AND FOOD INNOVATIONS
Handtmann once again
demonstrated its innovative strength
at the IFFA 2022. Concepts for a
modern, integrative production
including digitalisation and
automation were presented and
new impulses for food innovation
and future foods set on a trade
fair stand area of more than
2,000 Sqm. New information
tools invited visitors to navigate
through new technologies and
experts from sales as well as
product and industry management
provided in-depth consultation. Live
demonstrations of the numerous
exhibits further enlivened the trade
fair stand, which with its urban
character reflected a lively and
intensive Handtmann world on
the six days of the trade fair. The
company from Biberach in Upper
Swabia achieved the best trade
fair result in its history with its
forward-looking concept. “We are
very pleased that we were able
to achieve the best result in our
company history with a trade fair
turnover of around 19 million euros.
It is also affirmation for us that
our strategy for the future and
our partnerships for line solutions

Food innovation experience in the
show kitchen
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(2nd from right) Harald Suchanka (CEO F&P) looks back on
record results at the IFFA

and food innovation are meeting
the needs of the times and the
industry. We offer our customers,
whether artisan or industrial,
integrated solutions and thus
not only support them, but are
also their partner and source of
inspiration in an extremely dynamic
and challenging environment,”
sums up Harald Suchanka, CEO
F&P. Accountable for the high
visitor turnout and the record
result was not least the decision
not only to present the topics
and developments brought along,
but to make their added value
a lasting experience by making
it possible to smell, taste and
touch the outcome of the machine
solutions: the products. “It takes guts,
creativity, understanding of trends
and well-founded technological

know-how to rethink classical
products or develop concept
products with an initially rather
challenging novelty, such as our
vegan Tex-Mex bites presented at
the IFFA for the very first time,”
confirms Dr Michael Betz, Head
of Industry Sector Management
at Handtmann. “Our claim is to
offer our visitors exactly that
and to inspire them with groundbreaking concepts with potential
for success, because we want
to be successful together with
our customers and help shape
the future of the industry with
them”. IFFA, with its openness to
new topics, will therefore remain
Handtmann’s prime platform
for presenting innovations in
the future.

www.handtmann.com

IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW
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NEW MATRIX HEATING SYSTEMS FOR RECYCLABLE
PACKAGING AS A MILESTONE IN SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
GEA presented the new PowerHeat
heating systems for its PowerPak
thermoforming packaging machines
at IFFA. Monomaterials that
can be 100 percent recycled
place special demands on the
heating systems required for
the thermoforming process. GEA
PowerHeat makes using these
materials easier and safer without
sacrificing performance. In terms
of sustainability, the new system
also impresses with energy-saving
heating, without compromising on
the high standard of packaging
Source: Wolf

Source: GEA

GEA PowerPak PLUS thermforming packaging machine
with new matrix heating system GEA PowerHeat M

quality and product safety. The new
matrix heating system in the GEA
Thermoformer was developed in
close cooperation with technology
partner Watttron and tested
for market launch with the Wolf
Group, a food manufacturer and
pilot customer of GEA.

Zone Heating System

A cold cut packaging made of
resource-saving mono-materials from
the Wolf group of companies

Mono-materials place special
demands on heating systems. The
GEA PowerHeat Z zone heating
system evenly regulates the
temperature in different zones of
the heating plates independently
of each other, ensuring that each
individual package is evenly

GEA PowerHeat M – The new matrix
heating system placed in the
GEA PowerPak thermoformer

Source: GEA

formed – right up to the edges.
The benefits of energy-efficient
heating really come to the fore
when using mono-packaging
materials such as mono PP or
mono PE.

Matrix Heating
System
The GEA PowerHeat M matrix
heating system can be used to
set customized package-specific
temperature profiles. It is a solution
that proves particularly effective
when using multilayer films as
well as mono-materials. This is
because the film thickness of
the packaging materials can be
significantly reduced without
negatively impacting packaging
functionalities such as residual film
thickness and barrier properties.
In addition, energy costs are
considerably reduced since long
heating times are eliminated
and operating temperatures are
rapidly reached. Extremely fast
control processes and precise
adjustment of temperature
fields avoid the temperature
overshoots of traditional heating
systems, which are detrimental to
many packaging materials. The
new heating systems can also
significantly increase packaging
output and capacity.

www.gea.com

www.meatingpoint-mag.com
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HYDROSOL AND PLANTENEERS PRESENTED NEW
IDEAS FOR CORE BUSINESS AND RANGE EXTENSIONS
The meat industry is in a transition. Many companies
face the question: Do we continue to focus entirely
on meat products, or do we expand our range with
plant-based alternatives? The answer isn’t easy, since
worldwide meat consumption will continue to grow.
On the other hand, in the western industrialised
countries plant-based alternatives are increasingly in
demand. Hydrosol and Planteneers, sister companies
within the Stern-Wywiol Gruppe, support the meat
industry with exciting product concepts that open up
new potential in many different markets. Whether
all-meat, less meat or all-plant, these concepts let
manufacturers react to current challenges, trends
and consumer wishes.

Hydrosol:
Meat Meets Vegetables
Reducing the meat content in burger patties, nuggets
or sausages, and replacing it with vegetables,
legumes and fibre, results in products that are a
perfect match with the ongoing consumer demand
for healthy indulgence. The new PLUSmulson series
stabilising system compensates for the function of
the missing meat proteins. It’s suitable for making
many different products, and is simple to use and
easy to integrate into existing production processes.
“Free from” is another major trend. In the meat
category, that primarily means less salt and less
phosphate. Here again, Hydrosol has developed new
concepts, for example for making phosphate-free
sausages. Likewise new are clean label solutions

for meat products that use natural ingredients for
effective freshness preservation, appealing colour
and phosphate-free brine substitutes.
At the companies’ joint booth Hydrosol presented
economical solutions for a variety of applications,
like meat, ham, convenience products and sausage
products. Economical production calls for solutions
to counter rising raw material prices; with the
drastic price increases for some ingredients,
replacing raw materials is currently a hot topic,
and one the Hydrosol R&D team is continuously
developing new solutions for. The objective of raw
material substitution is to maintain the consistent
quality of the final product within its existing
price category.

14 |
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Planteneers: Discovering New
Possibilities
At the IFFA Planteneers showed new possibilities
that meat and convenience manufacturers have in
addition to their core business. With the company’s
systems, vendors can extend their product lines
with a broad spectrum of plant-based alternatives.
Planteneers assists its customers throughout the
entire process, from the initial idea to upscaling for
large scale production. The resulting plant-based
products can be made on existing machines, reducing
the need to invest in new equipment.
Among the new product ideas that Planteneers
showcesed at the IFFA were alternatives to chicken
strips, kebab and steaks.
For creative variety and additional sales boosts
there are cheese alternatives, for example as filling
in vegan sausages, or in plant-based convenience
products like cordon bleu. A plant-based burger
sauce and vegan dressings for deli salads produced
cold add to the possibilities. Plant-based fish and
seafoods can also open up interesting new market
opportunities for meat producers. From raw fish
alternatives to filets and fish fingers to calamari,
Planteneers has a broad selection.
The new hybrid concepts are a special highlight,
and close the gap between flexitarians and meat
eaters. For this category Planteneers has developed

a stabilising system that already contains the plant
protein component. This gives meat producers
a simple way to significantly reduce the animal
component of their final products, without adversely
affecting the desired meat flavour. With Planteneers’
compounds meat manufacturers can implement
new ideas alongside their core business, and enter
new market segments. Depending on the recipe,
protein-rich pulses like lentils or chickpeas are used,
along with vegetables with the right flavour.
With their new product concepts Hydrosol and Planteneers
are addressing the issues of the future – international
trends, food safety and sustainability. Planteneers is
also a market pioneer in digitalisation, with its new
Plantbaser. This takes new product development to
the next level. From idea to finished product in just
two weeks is the idea, because by using this digital
configurator meat producers can develop plant-based
foods right on a computer to save time. Based on
criteria they define, they can select the product they
want to make from a comprehensive portfolio of
solutions. Within two weeks Planteneers then sends
a prototype of the configured product for testing.

www.hydrosol.de
www.planteneers.com
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Guido Spix,
Group President,
MULTIVAC Sepp
Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG.

Marcel Veenstra,
Marketing &
Communications Manager,
Sealpac International BV

would you evaluate IFFA 2022? For the packaging industry, the innovations
Q How
were entirely in line with the slogan “as much as necessary, as little as possible”?

What’s your company’s contribution to a more environmentally friendly future?

For us, IFFA was again a great, interesting and
successful trade show with many new impressions.
From the packaging industry we could see relatively
uniform directions all under the sign of sustainability.
MULTIVAC aims to secure the future of the company
in a sustainable manner, which is why we address
the challenges relating to the three dimensions
(environment, economy, society) of sustainability
holistically in our activities. Specifically, we primarily
focus our actions on the areas over which we have
the greatest possible influence, among others,
infrastructure and products.
In the area of infrastructure, we focus specifically on
reducing negative impacts, such as CO2 emissions,
as well as consumption in the areas of water, energy,
waste, and transport. Concrete examples include
energy-efficient refurbishment of buildings, increasing
the share of energy self-generation through renewable
energy, using geothermal energy for cooling and
heating, and gradually increasing the share of e-mobility
in the vehicle fleet. Since Jan. 1, 2022, MULTIVAC
has also been purchasing 100 percent certified
green electricity at its sites in Austria and Germany.
Sustainability is a top priority in product development
itself, both in terms of machinery and packaging
concepts. Concrete sustainable product innovations
include the e-concept packaging machine, the
MULTIVAC X-Line and our sustainable Packaging
Concepts like different kinds of PaperBoard concepts,
recyclable packaging concepts and many more.
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IFFA 2022 was an excellent return to business
based on personal encounters. It felt great to look
our customers and partners in the eyes, to be able
to shake their hands, as well as engage in vivid
discussions on packaging.
This was embodied in our slogan on the banner
above our stand in hall 11.0: Meet the packaging
experts. We are not only a manufacturer of
packaging equipment, but we support our customers
in producing the optimal pack for their delicate
products.
Nowadays, these solutions have to combine product
safety and cost-effective production with striking
looks and resource conservation. Under our motto
“GO sustainable!”, we showed a large number of
interesting packaging concepts that reduce plastic
content to the minimum, for example by using
alternative materials such as cardboard, and/or
use mono-plastics for improved recycling.
Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate live to
our visitors that SEALPAC’s high-tech equipment
is perfectly tailored to the processing of these new
packaging solutions and alternative materials.
That was another major benefit of finally being
able to attend this physical event in Frankfurt am
Main again!

IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW
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your understanding of circular economy and sustainability? What do you offer in
Q What’s
terms of plastic and packaging reduction? What’s your company’s unique selling point?
As a company, we consider it our responsibility to
completely eliminate any negative ecological and
social impact on the environment and furthermore
to make a positive contribution, both within and
outside our own business activities.
Specifically, we understand sustainability to be a
state of ecologically restorative, socially just and
economically beneficial is.
From the packaging side circular economy and
sustainability mean to reduce the packaging content
and the material consumption wherever it is possible.
Furthermore we want to strengthen the use of recyclable
and recycled materials and we want to use also
renewable materials. But for us the most important
thing is always to protect the product, to prolong the
shelf life and to avoid food waste wherever it is possible!
To reduce plastic and packaging in general we
developed on the one hand side several machine
technologies like thermoforming with plug assist or

We can look at this from different angles. Most
of the focus these days is on the packaging itself,
more specifically on the materials used. But we
can also contribute by means of our equipment.
At IFFA 2022, for example, we introduced our
Amax-series traysealers. In times of rising energy
and raw material prices, the Amax-series sets new
standards with its highly efficient operation. The
integrated EnergyManager adjusts the line speed
to the actual tray feed, to keep energy consumption
as low as necessary. By using servo technology,
the air consumption of the Amax traysealers
can be reduced by up to 90%. Furthermore, each
model within the Amax-series is equipped with the
innovative iMode control. It manages the speed of
the entire process according to a simple principle:
the number of packages to be sealed per minute,
as specified by the operator. This determines the
speed of all subsequent processes. The result is an
increasingly optimal packaging process, which, if
necessary, extends to the maximum physical limits
set by the product and the packaging materials.

RESPONSIBLE FARMING IS ABOUT PEOPLE
AS WELL AS PRODUCTS.
More than 100,000 producers worldwide demonstrate their social
responsibility practices with the GRASP add-on, covering specific
aspects of workers’ health, safety, and welfare.
Learn more about how you can meet global market requirements
with the new GRASP v2 at www.globalgap.org/grasp.

GRASP

GLOBALG.A.P. Risk Assessment on Social Practice
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explosion forming, our MULTIVAC e-concept or our
MULTIVAC X-Line. Within all these technologies we
try to reduce the material consumption to a minimum
without degrading product protection. In many cases,
changing or optimizing the packaging concept can
significantly reduce material consumption. And a
third possibility would be to reduce the material
thickness to a minimum but again only as long as
product protection and durability do not suffer.
Our unique selling points are definitely our broad
product and service portfolio. With our experts and
our knowledge from packaging materials, machine
technology, food technology to the end-of-life
scenario, we can provide our customers innovative and
sustainable solutions tailor-made for their requirements.

Q

We also launched our PRO thermoformer with the
smallest footprint in its class. It reliably processes
all common materials, including the new, recyclable
rigid and flexible films made from mono-PP, as well
as innovations such as paper-based film.
As it is standard equipped with SEALPAC’s unique
Rapid Air Forming system, this thermoformer
achieves an improved consistency, notably in the
corners of the pack, whilst using shorter vacuum
and ventilation times. It results in higher outputs,
as well as the possibility to use up to 10% thinner
materials.

What’s your company’s greatest achievement in terms of sustainable packaging?
What are your future sustainability goals and the challenges your company
and the whole meat processing industry is facing?

Through our contribution, we strive to promote sustainable
development in the sense of Agenda 2030, with the
intention of safeguarding the lives of future generations.
The further development of infrastructure has a
major role to play in the topic of sustainability.
Climate change will have a long-term impact on
the cycle of our infrastructures. We therefore set
ourselves the goal of protecting the environment
and slowing down climate change.
Our goal in the area of our products is to use as few
resources and materials as possible in the processing
of products and the manufacture of packaging of
all kinds through innovative and digital solutions.
In addition, we want to continue to work more
closely with partners and institutions in the future
and develop new products and solutions so that we
can continue to make a decisive contribution to a
sustainable environment and future.
The challenge for MULTIVAC is due to the volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous environment
(VUCA World). Factors such as the increasing
scarcity of resources, procurement uncertainties,
shortage of skilled workers, global crises and other
new regulations represent significant threats to
the business model. We address these challenges
holistically as part of our sustainability strategy. n
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By developing sustainable packaging concepts
with partners in the industry, such as the renowned
FlatSkin®, eTray® and EasyLid® systems, we not only
allow our customers to meet the requirements of the
EU plastics strategy, or any local legislation, but
we also create solutions with optimal shelf life and
a striking appearance that they can run on their
existing equipment. This is also the case with our
brand-new FlatMap® system, which was launched
at IFFA. It is based on a cardboard carrier with
ultra-thin liner and reclosable top film that allows
manufacturers of sliced meat to package their
products with up to 75% less plastic, yet still have
unlimited branding opportunities.
Hybrid packaging solutions, such as FlatMap®, eTray®
and FlatSkin®, are developed by SEALPAC and its
partners with minimum plastic and maximum fiber
content, but also to be easily dismantled into their
individual parts after use. This allows for separate
disposal in the appropriate waste streams for optimal
recycling. Furthermore, eTray® is one of the few
hybrid packaging solutions on the market where
the plastic component consists of mono-PP and is
therefore even easier to recycle. And please do not
forget the original function of packaging, which is to
protect the product to keep it fresh for longer. This
is why we always say: as little plastic as possible,
as much as necessary. By contributing to reduced
food waste, we also support the environment! n
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Florian OLLIER,
Marketing Manager,
SAIREM

Q

How would you evaluate IFFA 2022? What impressed you the most?
What’s your visitors’ feedback?

IFFA is a major event for us to
promote our food processing
solutions at the global scale.
This edition 2022 was good

Q

real life” again. The customers
knew what they were looking for
and had pre-pared their visit to
get the most out of it.

What kind of innovations did you present at the fair? What makes your
solutions unique? As some of the top trends addressed at this year’s IFFA were
digitalisation and automation, what is your company’s contribution to these topics?

At the fair we introduced our new
food safety offer, with a special
focus on microwave pasteurisation.
Our solutions offer a fast and
efficient process, with a better
preservation of the organoleptic
properties of the treated food and
the possibility to use innovative
packaging and an extended shelf

Q

with a little less visitors than
previous editions, but of high
quality. Our team and visitors
were really happy to meet “in

life. Food safety is an important
area as the consumers want less
additives and less food waste.
The food industry also wants to
get rid of chemical treatments
and our solutions to heat treat
cereals, nuts, pow-ders, etc.
increases food safety. We also
spoke about how to dry for ex

insects to use in petfood as an
alternative to meat. The gentle
treatment preserves the nutritional
values of the insects.
Our machines can be batch or
continuous to be used in highly
efficient production lines.

What’s your company’s greatest achievement in terms of sustainability?
What are your future sustainability goals and the challenges your
company and the whole meat processing industry is facing?

SAIREM has been committed
to a sustainable development
approach for several years, by
seeking to optimize the energy
efficiency of its equipment,

which as a reminder are 100%
electric, and by reducing the
company’s overall carbon footprint
(manufacturing process, employee
travel, etc). SAIREM’s technology

is often preferred as it is a dry
technology compared to many
companies using steam, for
example. n
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Christoph Thelen,
Managing Director,
VEMAG
Maschinenbau GmbH

Q

Thomas Ott,
Global Marketing Director,
Albert Handtmann
Maschinenfabrik
GmbH & Co. KG.

How would you evaluate IFFA 2022? What impressed you the most?
What’s your visitors’ feedback?

Over 50,000 visitors from 129 countries attended IFFA
2022, a show that was very special and unlike any
previous IFFA show. After more than two years, we were
able to welcome our agencies, customers, and friends
from all over the world again in person and the feedback
was overwhelming. This made IFFA 2022 the best and
most successful trade show ever in the VEMAG history
so far. It shows how important personal face-to-face
meetings and local representatives are and that the
meat processing industry is well prepared for all current
and future challenges.

We achieved excellent results and enjoyed a
buoyant market. The atmosphere was incredible
despite or perhaps in spite of the pandemic. We
were most pleased that visitors showed general
interest in the “alternative protein” category and
that this topic also met with great openness
among meat processors.

kind of innovations did you present at the fair? What makes your solutions
Q What
unique? As some of the top trends addressed at this year’s IFFA were digitalisation
and automation, what is your company’s contribution to these topics?

We had 37 running lines and over 100 machines on
display at our 1800 sq. ft. booth. Our passion is the
final product of our customers, always with the focus
to provide solutions. Not only for meat and sausage
applications, but for alternative proteins, pet food, cheese
and bakery as well. Digitalizations and automation are
definitely the current trends. In this context, automation is
clearly gaining in importance. Therefore, with our LL335,
we have presented solutions for automatic loading of
sausages in natural, collagen or even alginate casing
into trays, flow wrapper and thermoformers. In addition,
we presented holistic systems in the area of fresh meat
and alternative proteins to automatically load burger,
ground “meat” and balls into trays, flow wraps and
thermoformers. In the convenience sector, we provide
solutions to fill cans, jars and cups and to produce kebab
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The USPs of our products include outstanding
portioning accuracy, modularity, easy integration
into automation processes thanks to open interfaces,
very high quality and durability of the systems.
The innovations we presented were our latest
technologies in the form of integrated process
solutions, e. g. a new modular overall solution
for the fully automated production of formed
products comprising VF 828 S vacuum filler,
GD 451 inline grinding system, FS 525 forming
system for either free forming or forming and
separating, WS 910 weighing system in the new
advanced version and the new Handtmann
transfer system for product depositing into
the packaging solution

IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW
more efficiently. We also offer applications when it comes
to multilane transport. Not to mention the machines
for small and medium businesses, where versatility is
key. We presented our new small inline grinder solution
and a whole range of small attachments, from a skewer
former, over a burger former up to a classical casing
holding device or can filling horn.
Smart Link and OPC-UA data points are our solutions
regarding digitalisation that open up all digital possibilities
for our customers. We also introduced innovations that
enable our customers to create new products, such as
our FSL Coex to produce filled sausages, or our new
burger Former BF255 for producing a Beef Hache
style Burger.

|
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Our contribution to automation includes the
Handtmann Line Solutions (HLS) for the
development, planning and implementation
of integrated production lines.
In terms of digitalisation, Handtmann Digital
Solutions (HDS) offer optimum support for
complex production processes as well as for
state-of-the-art production management based
on the latest Industry 4.0 essentials.

your company’s greatest achievement in terms of sustainability?
Q What’s
What are your future sustainability goals and the challenges your
company and the whole meat processing industry is facing?

Sustainability is a broad field, and there is not one big
achievement, but many small ones that fit together like
puzzle pieces and make more sustainability an everyday
business. Starting with the weight accuracy we are known
for, which can be further improved by using our new
integrated stick scale in our hanging devices and our
process checks, to space-saving solutions, such as our
newly launched and award-winning high-speed patty
line, which allows us to produce high-quality burgers with
unique texture and mouthfeel twice as fast as before,
without taking up twice as much space as before. Our
BC236 XL version for efficient production of threedimensional shaped products such as balls, patties,
nuggets, shrimp or rings also saves space compared
to two standard BC236 lines. Furthermore, we offer
solutions for products in alginate, a more sustainable
way of sausage production and we provide all kinds of
solutions for feeding not only ordinary plastic trays, but
also flow wrappers and thermoformers to save plastic.
We also continue to develop our machine technology,
such as the wear-free double screw technology of our
XP1 series to produce whole muscle hams. Our systems
and lines are always modular, so we can add different
attachments, expand functionality, and grow our
customers’ business without having to change everything.
In addition to sustainability, finding employees, managing
cost increases, and changing consumer behavior are
current and future challenges. But we are convinced
that our customers will overcome these challenges
together with us. n

Our machines are designed for long-term
durability. Our achievements in sustainability
include the premium quality of our products
and our long-term service support. Furthermore,
our machines are built for a second life. When
customer A decommissions a machine, it is
given a general overhaul in our used machine
centre at Handtmann Zittau and prepared
for further years in the service of customer B.
Our sustainability goals for the future include
supporting our customers in implementing
sustainable processes by offering flexible
machinery and digital solutions to efficiently
produce the products demanded by the
market while complying with relevant food
safety requirements to minimise food waste.
Furthermore, we continuously invest in innovation
in food technology to enable new and more
environmentally friendly processes such as:
alginate casing). n
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Juan Benítez-García,
Subject Matter Expert:
President –
Global Savory, ADM

Q

What are your impressions of IFFA 2022?
What are the new prospectives for the meat and protein industry?

With more consumers taking a
flexitarian approach, meaning they’re
trying to eat more plant-based
foods without entirely removing
animal-based proteins from their
diets, IFFA offered the opportunity
to showcase our expanding portfolio
of meat alternative ingredients
and solutions to support this
growing consumer demand. We
were thrilled to be a part of the
discourse with companies and
individuals also committed to
bringing innovative solutions and
technologies to benefit consumers
around the globe.
We’re committed to feeding
the growing population and
developing alternative solutions

that meet demands for food
production in sustainable ways.
The global population is expected
to reach approximately 8.5 billion
by 2030 – up from 7.8 billion in
2020 – according to data from the
United Nations. Assuming growth
continues at this rate, United
Nations projections predict that
to feed the world, more food will
need to be produced in the next
40 years than has been produced
in the past 8,000 years combined.
The market for alternative meat
and dairy products today is
about $30 billion, with projected
growth to $125 billion by 20301.
Additional growth in the sector
will require solutions that look

beyond conventional protein
sources, as well as significant
investments to develop nextgeneration solutions like novel
proteins and new technologies.
For example, our research shows
that 68% of global consumers
are showing interest in lab-grown
meat adoption2. Lab-grown meat
alternatives are one of the fastest
growing areas where companies
are investing money to develop
cell-cultured meat and seafood
options. Additionally, other novel
protein sources are also being taken
from the air, volcanic ash, seaweed
and insects as consumers seek out
solutions that address nutrition,
functionality, sustainability and
transparency along the value chain.

leading trend at IFFA 2022 was the safe and sustainable supply of healthy
Q Aproteins
and conscious consumption of meat, as well as process technology
and ingredients for alternative proteins. What kind of solutions did you
offer, and what sets you apart from your competitors?

We have a long legacy in plant
protein solution development. For
over 75 years, we’ve continually
advanced our knowledge and
offerings in this space with the
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latest technology, processing
and ingredients.
Our portfolio today includes well
over 30 diverse plant protein

sources, including pea, soy, beans
and pulses, as well as ancient
grains, wheat, nuts and seeds.
Notably, soy protein remains one
of the most crucial plant proteins

IFFA POSTSHOW REVIEW
to replicate the “bite” and “chew”
of many plant-based alternatives
to beef, chicken, fish and more. We
use our textured soy proteins, as
well as our soy protein isolates and
concentrates, to increase products’
protein content and provide
exceptional meat-like texture.
Plus, with our recent acquisition
of Sojaprotein, we’re able to fill
the vital need in Europe for locally
sourced, non-GMO soy ingredients.
Coupling this important expansion
of our alternative protein portfolio
with our deep technical expertise
further helps meet consumer
demand for delicious, locally
produced plant-based options.
Moreover, our pea proteins offer
functionality for a variety of plantbased meat alternatives, providing

a refreshingly clean taste, bright
color and exceptional solubility.
Wheat protein is also an ontrend, non-GMO option, helping
to enhance meat-like textures
while bringing a neutral, clean
flavor for minimal taste impact.
Additionally, our protein sources
are fantastic in combination with
each other. By identifying the best
protein blends, we help formulators
pinpoint key functional attributes
and optimize the end result.
We featured concepts that push the
boundaries of the alternative protein
space. Notably, we showcased the
prototype of our upcoming whole
muscle-like plant-based solutions
tailored for high moisture extrusion
(HME). These new functional
soy protein concentrates help
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address taste, texture, structure,
functionality, color and nutritional
challenges in finished whole musclelike products and close a gap in
alternative protein offerings.
Our research shows that
whole-muscle alternatives are
underrepresented in family meal
occasions2. However, whole muscle
meat is the preferred format during
these occasions, which presents a
great opportunity to introduce new
plant-based steaks, chops, shellfish
and more to these meals. With
our extrusion expertise for both
HME and low moisture extrusion
(LME), we’re unlocking further
opportunities in the alternative
protein space, ultimately meeting
consumers’ sensory expectations
with offerings they will crave.

your company’s greatest achievement in terms of sustainability and
Q What’s
clean label? What are your future sustainability goals and the challenges
your company and the whole meat processing industry is facing?

Our sustainability efforts start
on the farm, as we work directly
with farmers and growers to
build vertically integrated supply
chains. With that, we’re in a unique
situation to collaborate with our
global network of partners and
suppliers to not only reduce our
own supply chain emissions, but
also those of our customers by
implementing more advanced
agriculture and sustainability
practices. For instance, regenerative
agriculture is an essential part of
our approach, and we help farmers
adopt the use of complex crop
rotations, cover crops, reduced
fertilizer input and tillage, and
introduce nutrient management
to improve soil health, protect

watersheds and reduce our Scope 3
greenhouse gas emissions.
On top of that, we’re targeting
a 25% absolute reduction by
2035 of our Scope 3, which refers
to emissions associated with a
company’s supply chain. This
builds upon our ambitious Strive
35 goals, which includes reducing
absolute greenhouse gas emissions
from our facilities and vehicles
(Scope 1) and from our use of
electricity from the grid (Scope 2).
Additionally, we have accelerated
the pace of our no deforestation
target from 2030 to 2025.
Looking ahead, we anticipate
that conscientious shopping will

continue to pick up steam, as
consumers want their purchases
to benefit themselves and reflect
their values, but also support their
communities and the world around
them. Consumers are particularly
interested in transparency with
regard to how their food is produced,
especially in the meat industry.
In fact, 73% of global consumers
say they feel more positively
towards companies that practice
transparency about where products
are made, raised or grown3. Through
our vertically integrated supply
chains, we provide a range of
traceable and sustainably sourced
ingredients to help brands reach
their clean-label targets and
sustainability goals. n

1 FMI Global Plant-based Market Forecast Report, 2021
2 ADM Outside Voice
3 Nielsen, What’s In Our Food and On Our Mind
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Dr. Claudia Durmus,
Product Director,
IFF Savory Solutions

Q

What are your impressions of IFFA 2022?
What are the new prospectives for the meat and protein industry?

Logically, after such a long
time, interest in new ideas and
innovative products was very high.
In line with customer wishes and
nutritional trends, our focus at the
exhibition was on conscious eating.

We showed exciting concepts for
salt reduction, hybrid products,
further developments of vegan
foods and much more.
From our point of view, the
industry has consolidated and

is optimistic about the coming
months. This impression, which we
experienced in many discussions
with our customers, is also reflected
in our sales figures.

leading trend at IFFA 2022 was the safe and sustainable supply of healthy
Q Aproteins
and conscious consumption of meat, as well as process technology
and ingredients for alternative proteins. What kind of solutions did you offer,
and what sets you apart from your competitors?

At IFFA, our customers were able
to taste a variety of innovative
plant-based products - from vegan
cheese, bacon and hot dogs to a
Thai chili based on high moisture
extrusion. IFF Savory Solutions
offers comprehensive product and

Q

service solutions - from individual
seasoning or functional building
blocks to customized solutions for
any requirements. In addition to
alternatives for classics such as
cooked sausage, burgers, and
minced meat, we supply innovative

complete solutions for a huge
variety of applications. From
innovative protein sources and
binding, to color, shelf life and
of course taste - as part of the
IFF group, we are the specialists
in all areas.

What’s your company’s greatest achievement in terms of sustainability and
clean label? What are your future sustainability goals and the challenges
your company and the whole meat processing industry is facing?

We work on all issues relating to
sustainability in an interdisciplinary
GreenTeam. In this way, we
continuously scrutinize and improve
all processes from purchasing to
product development and logistics.
Our main production site in
Freilassing, Germany, already has
an environmental management
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certificate according to ISO 14001
and the other sites will follow soon.
Clean-label developments are
fully in line with the nutrition trend
and customers’ desire for conscious
nutrition. MSG replacement,
solutions without added nitrites
or nitrates, and E-number-free
shelf-life extension are just a few

examples of the focus areas of our
research and development team.
The biggest challenge for both
meat products and plant-based
alternatives in the coming years
will be to develop new products
that meet the demands of
health and sustainability without
sacrificing taste and enjoyment. n

CASE STUDY
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HOEGGER® FORM PRESSES, FROM PROVISUR, HELP
STEIRERFLEISCH BOOST PRODUCTION, PROCESS
EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY OF PORK BELLY
processing with maximum yield, as
well as an attractively packaged
product for an aesthetically
pleasing presentation.

Copyright: Steirerfleisch

Dynamic form Pressing
Process with Hoegger®

P

Pork belly is an absolute delicacy in many countries around the world

ork belly delicacy in precision
portions from Steirerfleisch
Gesellschaft m.b.H.: The
Austrian meat producer uses
Hoegger form presses from
Provisur to achieve products with
standardized dimensions. The exact
parameters facilitate processing the
meat by the company’s customers.
Steirerfleisch benefits from more
efficient production and improved
product quality. The latter is a
unique selling proposition for
both international and domestic
customers.
Pork belly is an absolute delicacy
in many countries around the
world. The Austrian company,
Steirerfleisch Gesellschaft m.b.H.,
in Wolfsberg im Schwarzautal,
has 855 employees and supplies
high-quality pork primarily to the
Austrian market. The family-owned
company also delivers its products
to first-class restaurants in many
different countries. Before it is

shipped, the high-quality pork
belly is form pressed into a perfect
shape and size. In order to meet
the demands of customers for
products of uniform and excellent
quality, the Steirerfleisch packaging
plant has two innovative pork
belly processing lines, each of
which is equipped with a Hoegger
form press from Provisur. With
great care, the cuts of meat are
formed into standard sized fresh
meat products to enable efficient

To further boost efficiency of
the production process and to
convince customers with first-class
product quality, the decisionmakers at Steirerfleisch called
for a fully automated solution for
frosting, pressing, and packaging
of their products. “We wanted to
achieve a uniform specification
for our pork belly: a smooth and
even surface with standardized
Copyright:
Provisur Technologies

View from above of the fully
automated feeding system of the
Hoegger press.
Copyright:
Steirerfleisch / Michaela Lorber

The Steirerfleisch packing plant in Wolfsberg, Austria
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dimensions”, explains Alois
Strohmeier, Managing Director
of Steirerfleisch GmbH. This
required the ideal production
equipment and a suitable project
partner. The decision was made
to go with the Hoegger® form
presses from the Provisur, who
are known for their unique threedimensional and dynamic press
technology. “We wanted a fully
automated, well-coordinated and
efficient process – from feeding
through pressing to packaging
and boxing. Our decision was
based on optimal fulfillment
of the customer requirements,
which was best achieved by the
individual machines we had
looked at. During the project
planning phase, we then chose
an additional cooling technology
partner for the frosting process.
Our contacts at Hoegger were
very flexible in responding to our
requirements. The result was a
good fully automated solution for
our demanding project”, says Alois
Strohmeier. Natan Furlan, Account
Manager at Provisur, adds: “The
processing of pork belly is a cyclic
process consisting of transport,
feeding, timing and pressing.
The challenge in implementing

Copyright: Provisur

The gentle forming process produces
absolutely smooth surfaces with no wrinkles or tears in the product,
which would result in rejects during subsequent processing.

the custom processing lines for
Steirerfleisch was to achieve
smooth product transfer in the
transitions from a continuous
to a time-phased process. In
cooperation with Provisur’s partner,
Dantech Freezing, we were able to
coordinate and optimize transport
of the product throughout the
single processing steps.”

Fully Automated
Process for
Standardized Results
On the basis of Hoegger form
presses, which are designed for
efficiency and user convenience, two
separate lines were designed for
Steirerfleisch to ensure a smooth
process. After feeding to the lines,
the pork belly goes through a
froster from Dantech Freezing
Systems A/S, with headquarters
in Aalborg, Denmark. In the
froster, the meat receives an

Copyright: Provisur

Perfectly formed pork belly with exact width and length
dimensions on the way to packaging
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8 – 10 mm frosted surface all
the way around for stability in
preparation for the Hoegger
form press. In a five-lane feeder,
the traced pork belly cuts are
transferred to the form press in
a synchronized process for gentle
forming of the product. This
means that each cut of meat is
formed to a defined width and
length, in accordance with the
general product requirements.
The machine presses the raw
materials gently, but forcefully into
uniform product shapes. During
this process the meat rises evenly
in height, until the format is exact
in terms of length and width.
Dynamic pressing, in which the
meat fibres are preserved without
changing the structure of the raw
product, is a unique feature of
Hoegger systems. In accordance
with market requirements, some
products are vacuum packed
in a thermoforming process.

Copyright:
Provisur Technologies

At Steirerfleisch, each line can process up to 5 cuts of pork
belly in each process cycle.

CASE STUDY
Other customers prefer unsealed
foil-wrapped products. Both variants
are then automatically packed
in boxes, loaded on pallets and
delivered to the customers at a
temperature of -18 °C.

Transforming Pork
Belly into a Highly
Esteemed Product
This system allows processing of
up to 10 pork bellies on the two
lines in each process cycle. The
company is now able to deliver
absolutely uniform product quality
to the customers. The processing
lines, which are designed for full
process reliability, operate without
intervention by the operating
personnel. The special version
implemented for Steirerfleisch

has created a standard on the
very demanding markets, as
Alois Strohmeier describes: “The
processing lines enable us to
turn a natural product into
a standardized article that is
optimized for the package and
pallet size. This is especially
appreciated by our long-standing
customers, because the exact
dimensions help them to increase
their yield while reducing raw
material costs. Word of this has
meanwhile gotten around. Many
customers are explicitly looking
for this unique product, which
has given us a good reputation
in the market.” As a result of
excellent product quality, pork
belly is regarded much more highly.
That is because our customers
value a succulent product that
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is not too lean, which enhances
the flavor of the meat. Provisur
is experiencing a significant rise
in the demand for Hoegger form
presses with their product-friendly
processing capability, since they
make it possible to manufacture
products of excellent quality, which
in the end also increases the yield.
At Steirerfleisch, Alois Strohmeier is
moving towards smart production
processes, in order to boost
future efficiency even more by
means of data acquisition and
artificial intelligence. Natan
Furlan comments: “We are likewise
working intensively on digitization
and are definitely prepared to
respond to this customer demand
with our machines.”

www.provisur.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA FOODS: “McWHOPPER”
By Henk Hoogenkamp

S

ocial media platforms have
captured a rapidly increasing
number of consumers driving
food and beverage purchase
behavior. Trends can achieve
quick momentum especially for
the consumers aged under 30,
who are connected 24 hours a day.
Platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
Snapchat, Podcast, and Instagram,
stimulate ultra-connectedness and
even create visual food appeal
and authenticity by sharing
photographs and ideas in a setting
that influences awareness, and
ultimately, purchase decisions.

“Instagrammable”
Food Influencers
In a way, digital proliferation
and innovation drive consumer
engagement with brands that can
deliver visual appeal yet assure
the consumer a certain lifestyle,
wellbeing, fun, and health.
Personalized nutrition, online
purchasing, and social media
influencing have sparked a revolution
in the way foods and dietary
supplements are marketed and sold.
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These shifting consumer demands
and new digital technologies are
now all woven into a changed
landscape of marketing strategies
like building awareness and
education by bloggers who are
often more trusted than medical
or nutritional experts by young
consumers.

No Linear Pathways
The looming question: how does
the social media interact with the
behavioral characteristics of dietary
preferences and subsequently
“infiltrate” the consumers’ psyche of
purchasing pattern? Undoubtedly,
the 21st century digital revolution has
not only given once unimaginable
services but also created a new
generation of consumers who
are addicted to interactive social
platforms. The real danger is that
these platforms may manipulate
purchase decisions to optimize
commercial gain.
Changing shopper patterns and
channel shifting are greatly
influenced by the rise of digital
media, which are subsequently

breaking established marketing
principles and best practices. For
now, the smaller players like the
startups in the food industry seem
to better anticipate consumer
behavior and make better use
of modern communication tools.
These changes are illustrated by
the demise of the “monopolistic”
legacy stores in both the US and
the western part of the EU, where
consumers go to “see and size” the
products but routinely purchase
the merchandise online.

Social Media Foods
Increasingly, personalized nutrition
and digital technology such as
e-commerce and wearable e-systems
are influencing variables such as
energy consumption, and weight
management. Intermittent fasting
and plant-based diets seem to have
the potential power of staying
due to lifestyle choices and less
chances of a weight rebound.
Additional physical advantages
such as “shaping the body” include
benefits like combatting stress and
getting adequate sleep. Within
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the holistic approach to weight
management, new elements around
hydration, satiety, and “appetite
suppression” are gaining traction.
The lifestyle protein space, including
dietary weight management,
prevention of non-communicable
diseases, and cognitive wellbeing, is
prolific with product development
and the innovative formulations
are thriving in an increasingly
crowded consumer arena. For
this plethora of products, it is
important to strike the right
balance between efficacy and
convenience. In addition to the
traditional supplemental forms ready-to-mix powdered beverages,
chewable tablets (gummies), shots
and soft gels - they all have a
convenient and attractive delivery
format for today’s hectic lifestyles.

Binding and
coating systems
for flawless products

Young consumers may have a
strong urge to belong to a social
media circle, even though they often
do not know the group members
personally. This behavior defines
their lifestyle, while food expresses
their bonding and sense of belonging.
On the other side of the spectrum
is an elite and strongly motivated
group of consumers trying to
manage their eating habits based
on recommended dietary guidelines
with the motivation of adding life
to their years rather than simply
adding years to their lives.
Starbucks and Dunkin now offer iced
coffees in the cold winter months.
Having desserts at breakfast
time? Nothing is weird anymore
considering that people eat when
they have time, or when they
remember, regardless of time
of day. In other words, the food
service is expected to meet the
needs of the customer, not the
other way around.

loryma.de

Retrain the Brain
Diets have become complicated, and
logic sometimes fails when trying to
explain people’s behavioral patterns.
Consumers increasingly reject the
nagging notions that constantly
remind them of sinful eating. Almost
all food marketers have positioned
at least some of their mainstream
products on the periphery of

the health-food segment. They
understand that diet and health
cannot always go together with
superb taste. There must be room
for the occasional indulgence.
Most modern consumers know that
a healthy diet should be lower in
fat and free from excess sugar,
although few have the willpower
to make long-lasting changes to

www.meatingpoint-mag.com
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their diet. While they demand
healthy nutrition and great taste,
they also want instant gratification,
superb taste, convenience, and
less processed food options. The
bottom line is that consumers
need to “retrain the brain” as
far as food intake is concerned.
Perhaps consumers are confused
with what to believe due to
the many contradicting health
messages. They occasionally reward
themselves with indulgence, if
only to stake their territory in our
complicated world. Is it surprising
that marketers are increasingly
confronted with consumers who live
in a paradox? From the consumer’s
perspective, things are getting
better and worse at the same time.

Messaging
Consumers in the EU respond
more favorably to non-scientifically
phrased “soft” health information.
Soft health claims are easier to
digest and appear to create a
positive product perception. In
the US, however, scientifically
phrased health claims seem to be
more valued and robust than soft
messaging. These discrepancies
can probably be explained by the
greater amount of contradictory
information that freely circulate
in the social media. Ultimately,
people want “easy-to-understand”
and straightforward factual
information to aid their decisionmaking.

Weird Neuro Choices
Despite consumers claiming to
make rational decisions when
shopping for food, the opposite
is often true, and they settle for
products requiring the least amount
of thought. Neuroscience, including
eye tracking and biometrics, has
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shown that shoppers who spend
the least time looking at food are
more likely to buy it.
Traditional forms of marketing,
like asking consumers what they
want through interviews, does
not provide enough accurate
information to design effective
packaging labels that can tap
into the first decision-making
mechanism. The trick for food
brands is to get customers on
autopilot, and brand recognition
is a big part of instant purchasing
-i.e., buying without thinking.

Fast Food Makeover
Fast-casual food restaurants, which
do not offer table service, might
be the new business model going
forward. For the legacy fast food
restaurants like Pizza Hut, new
formats need to be designed to
meet shifting consumer tastes and
convenience expectations. Pizza
delivery and carryout businesses
operate with a fraction of the
staff, thus generate higher profit
margins.
It is obvious that the big fastfood chains are trying to reshape
their image. Once upon a time,
the idea of getting food quickly
was a unique concept. These
days, however, restaurants can
no longer rely on speed of service
alone. An increasing number
of customers see “fast food”
as industrial, unnatural, and
impersonal. The challenge for the
fast-food companies is to reinvent
and transform basically the same
model into a different mindset
perception. Trending phrases like
“fine casual” have a much better
sound than “fast food”.
Clearly, there have been unintended
consequences since the world

went through the COVID-19 crisis.
The coronavirus pandemic has
shown that fewer menu choices
at fast food restaurants, such as
McDonald’s, Burger King, and
KFC, allow workers to focus on
fewer tasks and become more
efficient at performing them. A
limited menu goes together with
ease of operations, which allow
the service teams to truly focus
and provide fast order turnaround
times. Complex menu items and/
or low-selling foods slow down
service, and ultimately, hurt sales
and the bottom line.

Cleaning Up the FastFood Ingredient Deck
In many cases, attempts of fastfood chains to be “healthy” do
not coincide with what customers
really want when it comes to
nutrition and great taste. Even
McDonald’s is going back to
basics. For example, the transition
from margarine to real butter in
making Egg McMuffins, bagels,
and biscuits is proof that, at times,
returning to the original genuine
food is a good thing.
McDonald’s menus are evolving to
satisfy the demands of consumers
who insist on having no artificial
ingredients and often hidden
chemical additives. To become
more relevant to the younger
adult consumer, McDonald’s
US is stripping “chemicals” and
artificial additives from more
of its menu board foods. After
all, who is enticed by eating the
iconic burger with names like
sodium benzoate and calcium
propionate?
Scrapping artificial preservatives
and using only chicken that has
not been treated with antibiotics
will demonstrate that the company

COVER STORY
is serious about the full disclosure
of their supply chain. The iconic
chicken patties and nuggets,
omelet-style eggs, scrambled
eggs, and pork patties will all be
“cleaned up”. In addition to this,
they will also be made available
without the chemically-sounding,
and often hidden, additives that
modern consumers no longer
want to eat. Another drastic step
in the cleanup act is the removal
of high fructose corn syrup in the
McDonald’s soft-serve ice cream,
milk shakes, and buns, as well as
the sourcing of milk from cows
not treated with rbST, an artificial
growth hormone.
Another example is the highly
popular McRib. This seasonal
boneless pork sandwich used
to contain around 70 different
additives, including a lot of
preservatives and highly processed
questionable ingredients when
it made its debut in 1981. What
does one think about the presence
of azodiacarbonamide (a flourbleaching agent most used in
plastic) and ammonium sulfate (a
fertilizer)? In 2020, the reformulated
McRib sandwich will contain about
45 ingredients, 18 of which are in
the sauce and 17 in the white bun.
Looking at all these McDonald’s
US initiatives, the question is,” when
will the rest of the world will be
able to enjoy these ‘chemicallyfree’ fast food choices?”

The McPlant & Rebel
Whopper Burgers are
Marching On
Not long ago, putting together the
names ‘Vegan’ and ‘McDonalds’
would sound like a horror story.
However, over the last few years,
McDonald’s has tested the vegan
waters by introducing the concept
of plant-protein formulated burgers.

In September 2018, McDonald’s
Netherlands joined a rapidly
growing number of countries like
Austria, Switzerland, Belgium,
Sweden and Croatia to introduce
a crispy chicken burger alternative.
This was achieved via one-dayold dairy cheese, formulated
using textured wheat gluten and
stabilized with methylcellulose,
egg albumen, calcium alginate,
and polyphosphate.
In 2021 McDonald’s finally decided
it was time to introduce its own
label brand called McPlant. The
company has created a platform
of plant-based meat alternatives
that will offer choices like burgers,
the plant analogs of chicken and
breakfast patties. These plantbased meat alternatives are
rolled out throughout the world
in select countries. McDonald’s
move towards meat substitutes
has been driven primarily by
concerns over the effects of meat
on health, the environment, and
animal welfare and the rapidly
growing interest of the younger
“social media generation”.
It is a fair question to ask how
much longer McDonald’s and
Burger King can rely on selling
its flagship BigMac and Whopper
burgers. Plant-based burgers
have proven that “slaughtered
meat” is no longer a necessity for
consumers to enjoy a great-tasting
burger sandwich. Throughout its
lifespan, McDonald’s and Burger
King have always been able to
reinvent itself. Looking into the
crystal ball, these mammoth
companies could eventually
become a “vegetarian” fast-food
chain selling only plant-based
and cell-cultured meat foods.
Burger King UK has pledged to cut
carbon emissions with as much as
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50 percent by 2030, boosting its
plant meat menu board offerings.
Already in 2022, Burger King’s UK
menu board shows the availability
of the vegan choices of the Rebel
Whopper burger and the Vegan
Royal chicken nuggets.

The McPlant & Rebel
Whopper
In fact, over the last few years,
more great-tasting varieties of
spin-off meat and poultry products
have been introduced, allowing
more people to afford the luxury
of eating out. Undoubtedly, the
future has no other option but to
embrace wholesome hybrid-meat
products. Extruded structured
plant protein ingredients will
become a necessity in formulating
wholesome and affordable foods to
considerably stretch the amount of
available animal protein sources.
Come to think of it, it has taken
the Golden Arches 27 years
from its early pioneering work
in the Philippines in 1993 to
finally see the light, and the
introduction of the McPlant
brand is a great compliment that
the world has indeed started to
embrace sustainable nutrition
and is being serious about the
health of the planet.
About the author:

Henk Hoogenkamp,

Proteins, Advisory, Boards, Author
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CULTURED MEAT IN EUROPE:
WHICH COUNTRY IS LEADING THE RACE?

I

n December 2020, the Singapore
Food Agency (SFA) approved the
sale of Californian startup Just
Eat’s bite-sized chicken product
made with cultured meat. The
SFA was the first, and remains
the only, regulatory authority in
the world to approve a culturedmeat product for sale on the
open market.
Cultured meat as a concept has
been long discussed in Europe,
so why has Europe not pushed
ahead of Singapore to bring
cultured-meat products to the
market? And which European
countries are most likely to catch
up with this innovative SouthEast
Asian pioneer?
We’ve ranked five key European
countries based on their
governments’ involvement in, and
attitudes towards, cultured meat.

Netherlands:
Visionary Leadership
Ranking at number one, we have
the Netherlands, the birthplace of
cultured meat and home to a rich
ecosystem of cellular agriculture
start-ups and researchers.
Dutch researcher and businessperson
Willem Frederik van Eelen pioneered
the creation and development of
cultured meat in the Netherlands
and abroad and is recognised as
one of the godparents of cultured
meat. Van Eelen truly believed
in the potential of producing
meat without the need to raise,
breed, and slaughter animals.
In the 1990s, he entered into
partnerships to create an in-vitro
meat-growing process, and filed
several patents for cultured meat
techniques in the Netherlands
and the US.

Van Eelen also initiated the
creation of a consortium of Dutch
researchers in the 2000s to obtain
grants from the Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs. This consortium
led to the first institutional research
into cellular agriculture – by
the Dutch government agency
SenterNovem from 2005 to 2009.
This research programme laid the
foundations for the creation of
the first cultured burger, in 2013.
However, conservatism has slowed
progress in the Netherlands,
reports Tjeerd de Groot, parliament
member for the socially liberal
political party, D66. Culturedmeat tasting was not allowed
in the Netherlands until March
2022, when the Dutch House
of Representatives adopted a
resolution to enable tastings of
cultured meat under controlled
conditions. The resolution is intended
to retain food innovation and fight
climate change, while reducing
barriers to consumer acceptance.
The Netherlands made history in
April 2022 when the government
announced that it has awarded
€60 million to support the creation
of a national cellular agriculture
ecosystem as part of the country’s
National Growth Fund. This
amount represents the largest ever
investment in cellular agriculture
by a national government.

Cultured meat has the potential to greatly improve the competitiveness and
sustainability of the meat industry in Europe. But what are the governments’
appetite for cultured meat like in France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, and
the UK? How are they reacting to this new method of producing meat, and which
country is leading the race for cultured meat in Europe?
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Today, the Netherlands has a rich
ecosystem of cultured startups,
food manufacturers, research
centres, universities, and non-profits
supporting cellular agriculture. We
expect many more companies to
be created due to the favourable
innovation environment that the
Dutch government is creating.

CULTURED MEAT
The case of cultured meat in the
Netherlands truly illustrates the
potential of government-funded
research to spark innovation. Which
is why the Netherlands is leading
the cultured-meat race in Europe.

The Uk: Richest Startup
Landscape in Europe and
a Supportive Government
Ranking at second place, we have
the United Kingdom, home to the
richest startup landscape in Europe.
Winston Churchill predicted the
development of cultured meat
nearly 90 years ago, in 1931, when
he wrote, “We shall escape the
absurdity of growing a whole
chicken in order to eat the breast
or wing, by growing these parts
separately under a suitable
medium.” Churchill’s predictions
were inspired by the work of the
French scientist Alexis Carrel on
tissue-culture techniques.
Since Churchill’s predictions, the
British government has been slow
to take on cellular agriculture. Only
in 2021 did the UK government
award its first grant to a culturedmeat company. UK Research and
Innovation (UKRI), under the
Transforming Food Production
programme, awarded a £1-million
grant to Edinburgh company
Roslin Technologies to develop its
cultured-meat technology. Talking
about the grant, UKRI Challenge
Director for Transforming Food
Production Katarina Hayter said
“We believe developing cultivated
meat is one of the most significant
advances that we can make, as a
country and as a planet, to tackle
the scourge of food shortages
and climate change”.
As part of its commitment to
supporting food innovation,
especially when there are potential
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I M P O R TA N T I S

H YG I E N E
TO YO U ?

Hopefully just as important as it is to us! Because we care
about your craft, we develop technologies for food
processing. Our grinders, mixer grinders and cutters are
among the cleanest solutions on the market.
How hygiene and craftsmanship
come together we show you at
www.kgwetter.de/en/hygienic-plus

www.kgwetter.de

benefits for dietary health,
protecting the environment,
or boosting the UK economy,
in January 2022 the UK Food
Standards Agency conducted
research on consumer acceptance
of alternative proteins in the UK,
including cultured meat.
The UK is also the country with
the richest landscape of cellularagriculture companies in Europe.
The country counts twelve companies
that are working on cultured meat,
cultured fat, cell-line developments,
or bioreactor systems.

Spain: Supporting
Research on the
Health Potential of
Cultured Meat

for the Development of Industrial
Technology (CDTI), awarded
€5.2 million to a cultured-meat
project led by BioTech Foods that
is investigating the health impacts
of cultured meat in the prevention
of colon cancer and dyslipidemia.
Three startups are currently
operating in Spain: Biotech Foods,
Cocuus, and Cubiq Foods. In
November 2021, the meat giant JBS
entered into an agreement to acquire
control of BioTech Foods and to
build a new plant in Spain to scale
up production. This acquisition will
likely accelerate the development of
cultured meat in Spain and abroad.

Germany: Funding for
R&D Projects Announced

As the country with the highest
meat consumption per capita in
Europe, Spain has the potential
to be an important player in the
cellular agriculture sector and
ranks at number three in our list.
In January 2021, the Spanish
government, through the Centre

The German government has not
yet funded any research on cellular
agriculture, putting Germany at
number four in our ranking.
However, in December 2021,
the German Federal Ministry of
Food and Agriculture announced
that it would fund R&D projects

www.meatingpoint-mag.com
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for alternative protein sources,
with cultured and fermentation
processes explicitly welcomed.
Four cultured-meat and -seafood
startups are operating in Germany,
while two major companies, PHW
and Merck, are also involved in
the cellular-agriculture sector,
indicating that the vast potential
of cultured meat to reshape the
protein industry has been recognised
by major German companies.
All parties in parliament show interest
in the topic of cellular agriculture
but there are dissenting views on
its potential. For example, parties
on the left of the political spectrum
favour plant-based alternatives
over cellular agriculture, while the
liberal party is convinced of the
economic potential of cultured food.
Clara Hagedorn, co-founder of
CellAg Germany explains: “Despite
the varying opinions of the parties
of the coalition government and
the lack of specific funding for
cellular agriculture to this date,
the parties have pledged to
support EU regulatory approval in
the coalition agreement. Having
Germany’s support is crucial to get
cultured products on the market.”

France: Seed-Funding
Success Despite Hostile
Environment

outside of the Organism’, published
in 1912. Carrel demonstrated the
feasibility of keeping a cultured
piece of chicken heart tissue
alive. The fact that cultured meat
originated from the work of a French
researcher makes the attitude of
the French government towards
cellular agriculture all the more
disappointing. To date, the French
government has not funded any
public research on cultured meat,
nor has it expressed any support
for or openness to this technology
which promises to make our food
system more sustainable.
After Singapore’s approval of
cultured chicken nuggets in
December 2020, France’s Agriculture
Minister Julien Denormandie
tweeted: “Is this really the society
we want for our children? Me, NO.
I say it clearly, Meat comes from
life, not from laboratories. Count
on me that in France, meat will
stay natural and never artificial!”

- On 16 April 2021, during a
public session, the National
Assembly made an amendment
to the Climate and Resilience
Act,, banning cultured meat in
canteens. This ban comes before
a product is even approved by
the European authorities or even
marketed.

At number five, we have France,
which has had a rocky journey
with cellular agriculture and is
now a hostile environment for
such innovation, as evidenced by
the implementation of countrywide bans.

Despite this hostile environment,
France has two companies working
on cultured meat. On a positive
note, in July 2021, French cell-ag
startup Gourmet completed a
$10-million seed-funding round
with high-profile investors, including
France’s public investment bank,
Bpifrance.

The basic tissue-culturing techniques
that are central to cultured meat
were first described by the French
scientist Alexis Carrel in his paper
‘The Permanent Life of Tissues

France risks missing out on one of
the most important innovations
in making our food system more
sustainable. In order to contribute
to the development of cellular
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agriculture in France, the non-profit
Cellular Agriculture France was
founded in 2020 with a mission to
bring together different actors –
academics, institutions, consumers,
politicians, entrepreneurs, and
manufacturers – who wish to be
involved in the development of
cellular agriculture in France.
Nathalie Rolland, co-founder
of Cellular Agriculture France,
commented: “French policy makers
are struggling to understand the
need to keep up to speed on the
issue of cultured meat. France, one
of the leading farming countries
in Europe, is subject to intensive
lobbying from industries linked
to conventional meat, which are
hindering any progress they
perceive as a threat. Instead,
everyone should see this as an
opportunity to pave the way
for these innovations that can
complement the current offerings,
as is the case, for example, with
plant-based alternatives. Cultured
meat addresses many societal
and environmental issues, and
France should aim to become
a European leader in this field.”

ProVeg Recommends
ProVeg International welcomes the
decision by the Dutch Government
to earmark €60 million to support
the formation of an ecosystem
around cellular agriculture and
urges other governments in Europe
to follow the example of the
Netherlands and invest in this
emerging industry in a similar way.
The field of cellular agriculture
has moved more quickly from
the academic environment to
the private sector than most
other technologies in the biotech
and biomedical fields, which is
why ProVeg recommends that
governments fund public research
in this nascent field.

www.proveg.com
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RAPS: NEW MAGIC MARINADES BRING
VARIETY TO THE BARBECUE
The selected herbs and spices
distribute themselves homogeneously
throughout the oil marinades so
that marinated grilled specialties
shine wonderfully and convince
with an appetizing appearance
in the counter. In addition, the
Magic Marinades protect pieces
of meat from juicing.

RAPS is expanding its product
range for the barbecue season
with two new palm-free Magic
Marinades. The pure oil marinades
convince with an authentic taste,
easy handling and versatile
application options for meat, fish,
vegetables and cheese.

marinades also enhance the taste
of fish, cheese or vegetables, thus
fulfilling the desire for variety
and the growing interest in meat
alternatives to grill.

Like all new developments at
RAPS, Magic Marinades do not
contain any declarable additives
or yeast extracts and use no palm
oil. Creations such as Chicken
Honey Hemp Skewer with Dates
or Pork Rolls with Asparagus
Kernel whet the appetite for
new flavors.

www.raps.com

To formulate its new marinades,
spice expert RAPS has embraced
unusual flavors, additive-free recipes
and the power of superfoods: “Magic
Meadow Herbs” provides a fresh
aromatic flavor and combines nettle,
sage, mint and garden cress with
lemon oil and butter notes. Hemp as
a superfood plays the leading role
in “Magic Honey-Hemp” and piques
curiosity among consumers. Lemon
oil and roasted sesame oil support
the spicy, nutty flavor and blossom
honey rounds off the taste experience.

Added Value for the
Barbecue Counter
RAPS has perfectly matched
both Magic Marinades to the
most popular types of meat for
barbecuing: pork, beef, lamb and
poultry. At the same time, the

+43 664 44 33 22 1

www.tichytrading.at
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SPECIAL SORTING KNIFE AND INNOVATIVE KNIFE
SPIGOT OPTIMISE K+G WETTER GRINDERS

Animation Illustrates the
Benefits of the Sorting
Device on Product Quality
During Grinding
A small piece of bone or gristle
can really spoil your enjoyment of
a Bolognese or burger. In addition
to carefully preparing meat before
grinding, butchers can ensure
even better quality and customer
satisfaction – by using a sorting
device to guarantee enhanced
product quality. Brand new from
K+G Wetter: A special sorting
knife, that can only be found in
K+G grinders and mixer grinders.
A further innovation is the newly
developed knife spigot, which is
fitted to the machines to ensure
improved hygiene, simple and safe
cleaning as well as fast and costeffective replacement when it wears.

now offers a clever solution: The
knife spigot now comes with
a heavy-duty square push-in
connector and the special seal,
made of an especially durable
material, is pressed into place. It
is now possible for the first time
to replace the knife spigot, in the
event of damage, easily and costeffectively using standard tools,
without having to replace the
entire meat worm. The especially
smooth surface of the new knife
spigot, which has no concealed
cavities, facilitates hygienically
secure cleaning, improves product
safety and saves time.

The K+G Wetter
Sorting Knife

Innovative Knife Spigot
Optimises Hygiene and
Machine Availability

The sorting knife, which has
undergone further development
and is now available for K+G
Wetter grinders and mixer grinders,
visibly optimises the cutting
pattern thanks to its new cutting
geometry. The knife reliably
and selectively sorts out the
undesirable hard particles such
as cartilage, tendons and small
bone particles. It is also highly
durable and facilitates higher
product throughput. It replaces a
standard knife in the cutting set,
otherwise the normal cutting set
components are used. This ensures
that the full cross-section of the
cutting set is always available to
enable the production of highquality products.

In grinders and mixer grinders the
knife spigot is a highly stressed
component which is therefore
susceptible to wear. A new
development from K+G Wetter

Another special feature of the
sorting device in K+G Wetter’s
grinders and mixer grinders is
that the undesired hard particles
are discharged to the side during
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the grinding process. This allows
the working area in front of the
machine to remain clear. K+G
Wetter offers either a manual or
pneumatic drive solution to open
and close the lateral discharge
aperture, depending on machine
size and the customer’s wishes. All
components can be stripped down
to their individual parts without
using tools in just a few simple
steps, making them quick and
easy to clean in a hygienically
secure manner. They can then be
reassembled just as quickly, ready
for producing the next batch. This
minimises set-up times and ensures
a more efficient production process.

Animation Illustrates the
Function and Benefits of
the Sorting Device
Precisely how the sorting device
works is, of course, hidden from
view during daily operations, since
the sorting knife is situated inside
the cutting set housing along
with other knives and perforated
disks. To clearly illustrate how this
clever technical solution works,
K+G Wetter has produced a
detailed animation that offers
viewers a look inside the cutting
set during the grinding process.

www.kgwetter.de/en
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KOMET EXPANDS ITS RANGE OF
THERMOFORMING MACHINES
systems, not only regarding
the purchase, but also during
operation. This information and
facts should absolutely be taken
into consideration and are to help
you ease a decision making for
current new investments.

The successful thermoforming line
“Sprinter” made by KOMET is
from now on available to process
film width of 322 mm and 422
mm as well as with a variable
cut off length of 200 mm up
to 300 mm. Thus, the users can
create larger packaging in the
future and respond even more
rapidly and variably to different
requirements.
The SPRINTER is unique in
many aspects. It is much smaller
and more compact than similar
machines of its kind one can
purchase on the market – without
having to forego the operating
comfort. To the contrary. With its
length of 2.7 m it also fits into
small rooms. But in spite of the
little external dimensions, three
complete uses to infeed the
products are available due to
the extremely long infeed area.
Therefore, it would be possible to
work extremely efficiently – also
with several persons at a time.
The implementation of the Variotool enables and contributes to a
substantial flexibility to process
different products. It ensures a
very rapid format change and

even the film is being replaced
in no time. The SPRINTER is up
to five times more rapid than a
chamber machine and thus it
lives up to its name.
But not only speed distinguishes
the SPRINTER from other
machines. Due to a new hydraulic
lifting system, the compressed
air consumption is very low,
which makes the price of the
thermoforming machine unbeatable
low compared to conventional

This new system enables not
only a high contact pressure but
reflects also in a low maintenance
forming and sealing station as
well as cross cutting. The used
hydraulic oil is water-clear, has no
smell and is tasteless, food-safe
and has no harmful effects on
health. It complies with the FDA
and USDA directives. The machines
are delivered fully wired, so that
the production can be started
after a short heating-up time.
The SPRINTER made by KOMET
stands for its great combined
attributes “compact, flexible,
rapid and cost-efficient” in one
machine.

www.vakuumverpacken.de
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CUTTING TECHNOLOGY

HOW TO OPTIMIZE MEAT CUTTING?

M

any factors influence the
taste and quality of meat:
the animal’s origin and
breed, the aging and conservation
of the meat, or its preparation.
But it’s essential to understand

the product. Texture, hardness, and
structure of meat are influenced
by several factors including the
water holding capacity, marbling
fat, connective tissue in the meat
and muscle bundle size. Products

• The FAM CMD.2: a large drum
dicer capable of cutting frozen
pork, beef, and chicken in very
clean dices, producing a freerolling product that is easy to
package (no stickiness).

Raw chicken slices

Serrano ham dices

Fuet slices

how meat is cut. That’s why meat
processors look for solutions that
consistently deliver the same cut
quality, flexibility, and speed
throughout the process. Choosing
industrial food cutting equipment
that meets quality, hygiene and
speed requirements differentiates
between success and failure.

can be cut chilled, hot cooked
or frozen. Only by having all
these variables at hand, we can
select the best cutting solution,
delivering the greatest value and
best result for the customer.
The company designs heavy-duty
machines for the processing of
meat products, such as:

• The FAM Yuran™ Hytec: a true
example of a very sanitary design,
allowing customers to change
from one product to another
with a reduced cleaning time.
This machine can cut frozen/
tempered or chilled, and hot
cooked meat and poultry in
dices and strip cuts, or handpulled pork.

FAM CMD.2

FAM Yuran™ Hytec

FAM Stumabo is a key player in
Europe with a global footprint,
dedicated to developing highperforming industrial cutting
solutions for the food industry. “We
effectively handle a large variety
of meats and poultry products, like
beef, pork, chicken, turkey or even
fish”, says Nathalie Demeulemeester,
Communications Manager.
In order to optimize the cutting
of meat, FAM Stumabo has a
highly qualified team of experts
that knows the needs of customers.
They always look to understand
more about the parameters that
affect the cutting, such as the
shape, temperature, texture, salt,
fat content and the condition of
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Meat Alternatives:
A Booming Industry
New foods are entering the
market with the vegetarian
and vegan industry booming.

(Seasoned) tempeh dices

“Several of our customers are
active in this market, and we
have been collaborating closely
to create the best possible
cutting machines”, says Nathalie
Demeulemeester.
FAM Stumabo implemented new
cutting technology that allows cut
plant-based meat substitutes into
the desired shapes be it chunks,
pulled shreds, strips, dices or slices.
Next to this highly productive
type of co-creation, the team tries
different tools and configurations
to search for the best solutions.
The FAM Yuran™ Hytec is perfect
for an organic cut and has a
superior hygienic design.
“Our demo machines and test
centers worldwide are available
to create and test (new) products.
Hence our firm commitment to meat
processors: ’Together, we cut your
product to perfection’”, concludes
Nathalie Demeulemeester.

www.fam.be
www.stumabo.com
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST
~ WEG Supplies For Unique Meat Processing Line ~
has three independent drive
systems, mounted hundreds of
yards apart. Replacing the huge,
cumbersome shafts, these lines
are controlled independently,
providing the ability for them to
move in sync.
This process consists of a master
line and two slave lines, all with
hooks that carry the product
around the system. Technidrive’s
task was to ensure that the master
line is in sync with the two parallel
slave lines.

C

umbersome lines are
s y n o ny m o u s i n fo o d
processing, as there is
often little to no automation
involved, making the operation
awkward and difficult. Most lines
lack technological innovation,
but the industry is beginning to
move to automated and robot
driven processes. Here’s how,
industrial motor manufacturer,
WEG partnered with Technidrive
to help design Pickstock Foods’
first of its kind synchronised meat
processing line.
The typical line is a mechanical
process. Gears would run out to
a shaft and create a mechanical
link up, with everything connected
a single drive system. In a facility
with multiple lines, these are
usually over a hundred yards
away from each other, making
mechanical synchronisation a
clunky, awkward process.
This design is far from ideal
and increases the likelihood of
breakdowns, downtime, noise, wear
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and defects. That’s why Pickstock
Foods wanted to venture away from
this traditional setup and create
an innovative, electrical system.
The food processing company
approached WEG’s premier
distributor, Technidrive, to develop
an automated solution. Technidrive
is an industrial drive provider
supplying product lines such as
variable speed drives (VSDs),
soft starters and energy efficient
motors — all of which surpass the
current energy efficiency legislation
introduced on July 1, 2021.
For this project, WEG supplied
several W22 explosion proof motors
and CFW11 variable speed drives
(VSDs), with built in programmable
logic controllers (PLCs). This
equipment is essential for the design
of the machine, helping to transport
product through the lines efficiently.

Running in Sync
Compared to traditional setups,
Pickstock Food’s electrical system

Unlike previous variations, this
process is managed electronically,
without any mechanical
connections. To achieve this,
Technidrive ensured the conveyor
calculations were designed with
the required torque, which drives
the chain to carry the weight
of the product hanging from
the hooks.
Using WEG’s W22 motors and
gearboxes, Technidrive integrated
an encoder into the motors that
gives out pulses to determine the
position of the motors and shafts.
An encoder is designed into all
three of the motors, accompanied
by WEG’s CFW11 VSDs for optimal
energy efficiency.

Simplicity for Reliability
To ensure reliability, Technidrive
designed fault codes into the
system. With this feature, if the
lines go out of sync the operator
is alerted via a trip, an alarm or
an error code. This prevents any
damage to the product and thus
reduces financial losses.

CUTTING TECHNOLOGY
Product damage is commonplace in
this industry. This usually occurs when
the line is moving too quickly. That’s
why, with WEG’s motors and VSDs,
Pickstock Food’s system provides
operators with a potentiometer,
a manually adjustable variable
resistor to control the speed of
the product coming onto the lines.
WEG’s equipment also provided
Pickstock Foods with the necessary
flexibility to create an automatic
startup sequence, without the need
for external controllers. Along with
proximity sensors that monitor
the hooks going past the lines, an
incremental encoder creates an
automatic startup sequence and
homing sequence, which aligns
the hooks with the three lines.
On startup, the system runs through
a sequence where it moves each

chain forward until the hooks
are all lined up. Once aligned,
the lines are at standstill before
the system starts in auto mode.
An operator simply switches the
system on and the lines carry out
the auto correct sequence.
“The simplicity of this system’s
synchronisation and flexibility allows
for start-ups, emergency stops and
high loads of processing lines,
without the need for mechanics,”
explained David Strain, technical
director at Technidrive. “The main
advantage comes from it being
a completely electrical system.
The usual system in industry is
mechanical. There would be only
two lines which would not be
synchronised well, or if at all. Our
system is actually very simple, but
it achieves greater accuracy — it
is precise within 2mm.”

Defrosting

Pressing

Mixing & Grinding

Pasteurization

Tumbling

Slicing

Forming

Separation
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Reflecting on the originality of this
project, Ash Khan, electrician at
Pickstock Foods explained, “I’ve seen
other production lines, but this one
has the benefit of synchronisation
and the ability to log onto the system
at any time. Since the start of the
project, we’ve had no problems
with the equipment’s operation,
but it is reassuring to know this
would be logged electronically for
fast and effective fault finding.”
Through the help of WEG and
Technidrive, Pickstock Foods broke
the industry mould and innovated
its factory. By designing a first of its
kind synchronised meat processing
line, Pickstock Foods can forget
about the clunky, conventional
manual handling methods and
instead reap the rewards of a
fully automated system.

www.weg.net

provisur.com

HIGHER YIELD
LOWER GIVE AWAY
Hoegger® X3i
• Smart technology – to ensure that the yield is right
• First Class pressing results thanks to dynamic pressing
• Best slicing results

HOEGGER X3i
Form Press
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THE X-RAY FACTORS
By Sibtain Naqvi

X

-ray technology offers
greater versatility compared
to more traditional quality
checks such as metal detectors.
X-ray inspection systems are able
to look for a far wider array of
foreign bodies, including metal,
dense plastics, rubbers, glass, and
stones, and can also carry out
a variety of additional quality
checks, such as detecting missing,
undersized, and broken items,
deformed product and packaging,
under-filled compartments, the
presence of cracks and fissures in
products, and weight estimation.
With a wide choice of X-ray models
offering different capabilities, it
is important that companies take
the time to assess their particular
detection requirements.

Location, Location,
Location
Placement of the machine is an
early consideration. Unpacked
products such as raw materials
for further processing, or meat
and poultry, salad, vegetables,
and nuts may need screening at
the start. Packed product will be
inspected much later, where the
placement of the X-ray may depend

Different X-ray models have different
levels of sensitivity.
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The size of the product or pack
to be inspected will influence
your \choice of model.

on whether the machine is required
to assess primary packs or check
for missing packs in a transit case.
It may therefore sometimes be
necessary to install two separate
X-ray inspection systems at different
points on the line.

Sensitive to your Needs
X-ray technology produces X-ray
wavelengths from a generator
tube which traverse through the
product onto a line sensor. The
line sensor converts the X-ray
wavelengths into visible light which
creates the greyscale image that
can be seen on the screen. The
darker the area of the image, the
higher the density. In this way
foreign bodies which are denser
than the product can be detected.
Different X-ray models have
different levels of sensitivity. Entry
level systems are able to detect
foreign bodies with a reasonably
high density. Softer or less dense
items like glass or rubber will
require machines with greater
sensitivity.

Generally speaking, the further down
the line the inspection takes place, the
more challenging the detection process
becomes. The type of packaging
therefore may also be a factor in
the selection of the X-ray machine.

Size Matters
The size of the pack or product
to be inspected will be critical.
You will need an X-ray inspection
system with a much bigger
chamber to check large items
such as 25kg blocks of cheese
than one for smaller retail packs.
Most X-ray systems operate from
the top down, sending the X-ray
wavelength through a product
vertically. For tall or stand-up
pack formats, such as bottles,
cartons and tubes, side-beam X-ray
models project the wavelength
horizontally. As well as detecting
foreign bodies, this gives them the
ability to check for the correct fill
level and that the closure is in place.

Bone of Contamination
Some bulk and unpacked product
also have inspection challenges. For

INSPECTION SYSTEMS
meat and poultry, a typical
quality inspection requirement
is the detection of unwanted
bones or bone fragments in fillets.
Because there is a relatively small
difference in density between the
bone and the meat, the bone can
be particularly difficult to spot.
Dual energy X-ray inspection
systems have two line sensors,
one which takes images at high
energy and one at low energy.
This provides a better overall
image of the product with a
clearer contrast between the
product and the bone or other
foreign bodies.
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Savory Solutions

THE NEW
DESIGN OF
TRADITIONAL
TASTE
From all kinds of traditional meat and
convenience products to innovative
plant-based alternatives – we are the
specialist for function and taste!

Effective Removal
The selection of the reject system
will depend on the size and weight
of the product and the speed of the
line. Typical choices include arm,
air, pusher and drop belts. Many
retailers require confirmation that
out-of-spec products have been
effectively rejected and have not
continued down the line.

Working Together
In most applications, the X-ray
inspection system will be part
of a fully integrated line. Look
for suppliers with the relevant
combination of technical and
applications knowledge, who will
have in-depth expertise in the supply
and installation of other related
packaging equipment, together
with wide-ranging experience of
handling many different product
types.

What is the Price of a
Company’s Reputation?
With any investment it is important
to consider the cost of ownership
in terms of the initial purchase

price of the machine and ongoing
running and servicing costs. One
cost, however, that is almost
impossible to put a value on is
a company’s reputation – and
quality issues can be extremely
damaging. This underlines the
importance of making the right
decision when it comes to choosing
an X-ray inspection system, and
of consulting the experts early on
in the selection process.

Ins_MEATING POINT MAGAZINE_116x180_EN_2022.indd 1
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IMPROVED – INNOVATIVE – COMPREHENSIVE
SESOTEC X-RAY INSPECTION REACHES NEW LEVELS
The Complete RAYCON Product Family: an Optimal Solution for Every Application
food manufacturers and processors.
In-depth analyses and customer
interviews revealed six main
priorities for foreign object detection:
compliance, safety, operation,
hygiene, efficiency, and service. With
this in mind, Sesotec developed
the “6P-Concept” for practical
x-ray inspection solutions.

The RAYCON product family: the optimal x-ray inspection solution
for every requirement (Photo: Sesotec GmbH)

Sesotec GmbH, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of premium
foreign object detection systems,
has now completed its proven
RAYCON product family. As a
complete product series, RAYCON
can now offer x-ray inspection
solutions for all applications in
the food industry.
Each model in the product portfolio
is designed with the others in mind
and great attention to detail. With
an array of equipment ranging
from entry-level, to standard, to
high-end, this sophisticated x-ray
inspection technology ensures
the reliable detection of foreign
bodies in food products such as
metals, bones, stones, plastics,
glass fragments, ceramics, and
even product defects. Innovative
software features such as filters
known as the “Bone Detector,”
“Wirefinder,” and “Glass Increaser”
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make it possible to increase the
detection accuracy for specific
kinds of contaminants.
Product quality is a top priority of
the food industry. In a worst-case
scenario, distributing defective goods
can have fatal consequences. It can
also involve incredibly expensive
product recalls, recourse claims,
and consumer damage claims. To
prevent this from happening, the
latest generation of RAYCON x-ray
inspection systems quickly and
reliably detect a wide variety of
foreign objects in packaged and
unpackaged food products. For
the inspection of lightweight or
sharp-edged packaged products,
Sesotec offers devices that do not
require radiation protection curtains.
In developing the new generation
of RAYCON, company’s engineers
focused on the specific needs of

X-ray inspection devices in the
RAYCON family come with a
“Higher Level Compliance Package”
as standard. The software enables
comprehensive and efficient
documentation, and also offers
the following features: audit check,
predictive sensitivity, compliance
mode, compliance monitoring, and
an integrated validation process.
For businesses in search of the
absolute perfect match, Sesotec also
provides customized service offerings
for the RAYCON product family.
For users in the food industry, this
ensures both increased profitability
as well as greater sustainability
and resource conservation.
Sesotec Product Manager Food,
Thomas Hellgermann, summarizes:
“The new, innovative RAYCON
family of inspection devices is
the culmination of the decades
of experience that Sesotec has
accumulated, both in the food
industry and with x-ray technology.
Each device, from the entry-level
to standard to high-end model
and its variants, is of the highest
quality both in terms of hardware
and software. RAYCON is truly
second to none.”

www.sesotec.com
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THE LATEST INSPECTION SOLUTIONS FROM
LOMA SYSTEMS®
Check and Detect specialists,
Loma Systems, showcased its
latest technology in inspection
solutions at IFFA 2022.
On display were the latest
addition to Loma’s X5 Series
of X-ray inspection systems
- the X5 SideShoot. Further
defining their X-ray offering, X5
SideShoot complements existing
applications including the X5
Pipeline X-ray inspection system
for pumped and free flowing
product. Being a sideview X-ray
inspection system, X5 SideShoot
is designed for taller products
allowing accurate inspection
where top down and bottom up
X-ray solutions are not optimal.

Also on display were Loma’s
RUN-WET® series, consisting of an
IQ4 metal detector conveyor and
a metal detector and checkweigher

combination system. Designed
to the latest EHEDG guidelines
the new machines offer the
ultimate in cleaning efficiency for

harsh washdown environments.
The IP69 rated systems can
withstand high-pressure and hightemperature cleaning regimes
and run while still wet, thus
maximizing production uptime.
Loma’s range is designed and
manufactured to withstand the
harshest of meat processing
environments and intensive
cleaning regimes. With over 50
years’ experience of designing
and building Check and Detect
inspection technologies, Loma
provides industry-leading
equipment, plus expert service
and support to the meat and
protein industries.

www.loma.com

Together we cut
your product
to perfection

info@fam.be
info@fam.be

fam.be
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SEALPAC AMAX TRAYSEALER: MAXIMUM INNOVATION,
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE, MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

T

he new Amax-series traysealers
from packaging specialist
SEALPAC are truly groundbreaking by achieving previously
unattainable results in terms of
productivity and efficiency, but
also by being optimally tailored to
the requirements of Industry 4.0.

Small Footprint, High
Output and ResourceSaving Use of Materials
The design of the new SEALPAC
Amax-series is based on a
combination of performance and
cost-effectiveness. These stateof-the-art traysealers, similar to
the previous A-series models, are
particularly space-saving. The Amax
traysealer, which is constructed to
be low-wear and low-maintenance,
is able to achieve up to 50%

The innovative Amax traysealer
Maximum innovation, maximum performance and maximum flexibility.

higher outputs. It is driven by
reliable servo motors, which ensure
smoothest production runs. Fast
and user-friendly operation of the
Amax traysealers is guaranteed
by their navCom interface, which
provides intuitive control and selfexplanatory menu guidance through
all functions of the display. As such,
operating errors are minimized.

The new series meets the highest
hygiene and safety standards.
Depending on the performance
class (A4max to A10max), the
Amax traysealer will seal up to
196 trays per minute under MAP.
Each machine demonstrates
maximum flexibility by reliably
processing a wide variety of
consumables. Next to ultra-light
trays, the Amax-series is able
to handle especially innovative
packaging solutions that stand
for more resource conservation,
such as mono-material top films or
hybrid concepts with a high fibre
content (e.g. eTray® or FlatMap®).

Sustainable Machine
Concept: Suitable for
Existing Tools

User-friendly operation with navCom interface
The touch-screen monitor of the Amax traysealers provides intuitive control and
self-explanatory menu guidance through all functions of the display.
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In times of rising energy and raw
material prices, the Amax-series
sets new standards with its highly
efficient operation. The integrated
EnergyManager adjusts the line
speed to the actual tray feed,
to keep energy consumption as
low as necessary. By using servo
technology, the air consumption
of the Amax traysealers can be
reduced by up to 90%. However,
SEALPAC not only stands for more

PACKAGING
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M-Line robots

sustainability in terms of energy
use, but also allows the existing
tools of the SEALPAC A-series to
be used on the new Amaxseries
traysealers. This saves production
costs and space.

Smart Features: for
Modern and Economical
Packaging Processes

Automation
in pig primary
processing

The high-tech Amax traysealers are
tailored to the needs of Industry
4.0. and offer all the necessary
prerequisites for comprehensive

Capable of handling of all modern
packaging solutions
SEALPAC Amax traysealers reliably
process a wide variety of materials,
including ultra-light trays that stand
for more resource conservation.

digitization of industrial production.
Your operating data are available
in real time and accessible from
any location via internet connection.
Furthermore, each model within the
Amax-series is equipped with the
innovative iMode control. It manages
the speed of the entire process
according to a simple principle:
the number of packages to be
sealed per minute, as specified by
the operator. This determines the
speed of all subsequent processes.
The result is an increasingly optimal
packaging process, which, if
necessary, extends to the maximum

M-Line robots set new standards in primary processing
• High cutting accuracy ensured by 3D scanning
• Improved hygienic conditions with “TwinTool” sterilization concept
• Minimized labor force need
• Reduced consumption of spareparts
• Increased yield of product volume

marel.com/m-line

physical limits set by the product
and the packaging materials.

Predictive Maintenance:
Live at IFFA 2022
In Frankfurt am Main, SEALPAC
demonstrated real-time monitoring
of process and component data
in full line solutions by teaming

up with co-supplier Espera.
The A8max traysealer was connected
with Espera’s Nova weigh-price
labelling system. The intelligent
cloud solution, a must for Industry
4.0, is even able to determine the
optimal maintenance time for
the entire line, being the Amax
traysealer and its up-stream
and down-stream equipment.

www.sealpacinternational.com
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SUPPLIERS GUIDE
AMB Spa
Via San Martino 28
33038 San Daniele del Friuli (UD)
Italy
Tel: +39 0432 946111
Fax: + 39 0432 946111
Email: info@ambpackaging.com
Web: www.ambpackaging.com
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Albert Handtmann
Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG
Hubertus-Liebrecht-Str. 10-12,
88400 Biberach/Riss, Germany
Tel: +49 7351 45 1432
Fax: +49 7351 45 20 1432
Email: info.machines@handtmann.de
Web: www.handtmann.de

Alert Packaging Ltd.

Cabinplant A/S

Bray Business Park, Southern Cross Route,
Killruddery, Bray, Co. Wicklow, A98 NY65
Ireland
Tel: +353 1 286 0300
Email: sales@alertpackaging.ie
Web: www.alertpackaging.com

Roesbjergvej 9
5683 Haarby,
Denmark
Tel: +45 63 73 20 20
Email: cpi@cabinplant.com
Web: www.cabinplant.com

CSB-System AG

CEMSAN Slaughterhouse Systems

An Fürthenrode 9-15,
52511 Geilenkirchen,
Germany
Tel: +49 2451 6250
Email: info@csb.com
Web: www.csb.com

Saray Mah. Keresteciler San.Sit.
4.Cad. No:49 Kahramankazan, Ankara
Turkey
Tel: +90 312 801 02 22
Email: cemsan@cemsanmakina.com
Web: www.cemsanmakina.com

Coligroup SPA

ESPERA‑WERKE GMBH

via del Lavoro A. 9
25032 Chiari (Brescia)
Italy
Tel: +39 030 7000761/2/3
Fax: +39 030 713370
Email: info@colimatic.com
Web: www.colimatic.com

Moltkestraße 17‑33
47058 Duisburg
Germany
Tel: +49 203 3054-293
Fax: +49 203 3054-12293
Email: info@espera.com
Web: www.espera.com

Eagle Product Inspection Solutions

GEA Food Solutions Bakel BV

1571 Northpointe Parkway
Lutz
FL 33558, USA
Tel: +1-877-379-1670
Email: eaglesales@eaglepi.com
Web: www.eaglepi.com

Beekakker 11,
5761 EN Bakel,
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 492 349 349
Fax: +31 492 349 416
Email: info@gea.com
Web: www.gea.com

FESSMANN GmbH and Co KG

Forbo Siegling GmbH

Herzog Philipp Straße 39D
71364 Winnenden
Germany
Tel: +49 7195 701-0
Email: info@fessmann.de
Web: www.fessmann.com

Lilienthalstr. 6/8
30179 Hannover
Germany
Tel: +49 511 67040
Email: siegling.de@forbo.com
Web: www.forbo-siegling.com

FRUTAROM SAVORY SOLUTIONS

G. Mondini S.p.A.

A.-Schemel Str. 9
5020Salzburg
Austria
Tel: +43 662 6382 1301
Fax: +43 662 6382 808
Web: www.frutarom.eu

Via Brescia 5
25033Cologne (BS)
Italy
Tel: +39 030 705600
Fax: +39 030 7056250
Email: info@gmondini.com
Web: www.gmondini.com

GLOBALG.A.P. c/o FoodPLUS GmbH

HIPERBARIC

Spichernstr. 55
50672 Cologne,
Germany
Tel: +49 221 57776 -0
Fax: +49 221 57776 -1999
Email: info@globalgap.org
Web: www.globalgap.org

Calle del, Calle Condado de Treviño, 6,
09001 Burgos,
Spain
Tel: +34 947 47 38 74
Web: www.hiperbaric.com
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GoodMills Innovation GmbH

Higel Kältetechnik e.K.

Trettaustrasse 35
21107 Hamburg
Germany
Tel: +49 40 75 109-666
Fax: +49 40 75 109-680
Email: ccc@goodmillsinnovation.com
Web: www.goodmillsinnovation.com

Neugasse 19
D-77694 Kehl-Marlen
Germany
Tel: +49 7854 9090
Fax: +49 7854 985615
Email: info@higel-kaeltetechnik.de
Web: www.higel-kaeltetechnik.de

Hifferman nv

Habasit International AG

Groenenhoek 134
2630 Aartselaar
Belgium
Tel: +32 (0)3 450 92 41
Email: corporate@hiffermangroup.com
Web: www.hifferman.be

Römerstrasse 1,
P.O. Box, CH-4153 Reinach BL,
Switzerland
Tel.: +49 (0) 6071 / 9 69-0
Fax: +49 (0) 6071 / 9 69-52 33
Email: Habasit.Communications@habasit.com
Web: www.habasit.com

Ishida Europe Ltd

Industrial Auctions B.V

11 Kettles Wood Drive,
Woodgate Business park,
Birmingham, B32 3DB, UK
Tel: +44 (0)121 6077700
Fax: +44 (0)121 6077666
Email: info@ishidaeurope.com
Web: www.ishidaeurope.com

Looyenbeemd 11,
5652 BH Eindhoven,
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)40 240 9208
Fax: +31 (0)40 240 9209
Email: info@industrial-auctions.com
Web: www.industrial-auctions.com

JEROS A/S

I.M.A. Industria Macchine
Automatiche S.p.A. Unipersonale

Nyborgvej 8,
5750 Ringe,
Denmark
Tel: 45 221 02004
Email: jeros@jeros.com
www.jeros.com

Via Emilia 428/442, 40064Ozzano dell’Emilia, Italy
Tel: +39 0516514111
Fax: +39 0514563658
Email: marketing.ilapak@ima.it
Web: www.ilapak.com

Klöckner Pentaplast Group

Krehalon B.V.

4 Kingdom Street
London, W2 6BD
United Kingdom
Tel: +01977 692 111
Email: kpinfo@kpfilms.com
Web: :www.kgwetter.de

P.O. Box 414
7400 AK Deventer
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)570 624 333
Email: sales@krehalon.com
Web: www.krehalon.com

LASKA
Maschinenfabrik Gesellschaft mbH

K+G Wetter GmbH

Makartstraße 60, 4050Traun, Austria
Tel: +43 7229 606-302
Fax: +43 7229 606-6302
Email: info@laska.at
Web: www.laska.at

Goldbergstrasse 21
35216 Biedenkopf - Breidenstein
Germany
Tel: +49 6461 9840-0
Fax: +49 6461 9840-25
Email: info@kgwetter.de
Web:www.kgwetter.de

Loryma GmbH

KARL SCHNELL GmbH & Co.KG

Am Falltor 3
64673 Zwingenberg
Deutschland
Tel: +49 6251 1799-0
Fax: +49 6251 73964
Email: loryma@crespeldeitersgroup.com
Web: www.loryma.de

Muehlstrasse 30
73650 Winterbach
Germany
Tel: +49 7181 962 0
Fax: +49 7181 962 100
Email: info@karlschnell.de
Web: www.karlschnell.com

MiVEG GmbH

LIMA S.A.S.

Am Sandfeld 17
D - 91341 Röttenbach
Germany
Tel: +49 9195 99 99 216
Fax: +49-177-95 99 915
Email: info@miveg.de
Web: www.miveg.de

456, route de Rosporden
Z.I. Guelen - 29000 Quimper
France
Tel: + 33 (0) 298 948 968
Fax: + 33 (0) 298 948 969
Email: lima@lima-france.com
Web: www.lima-france.com
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Marel Further Processing B.V.

Marel Poultry B.V.

Handelstraat 3
5831 AV, Boxmeer
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 485 586 122
Fax: +31 (0) 485 586 222
Email: info.fp@marel.com
Web: www.marel.com

Handelstraat 3
5831 AV, Boxmeer
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 485 586 111
Fax: +31 (0) 485 586 222
Email: info.poultry@marel.com
Web: www.marel.com

Meyn Food Processing Technology B.V.

Marel Red Meat Slaughtering B.V.

P.O. Box 16
1510 AA Oostzaan
the Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)20 2045 000
Fax: +31 (0)20 2045 001
Email: sales@meyn.com
Web: www.meyn.com

Albert Schweitzerstraat 33
7130 AD Lichtenvoorde
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 485 586 811
Fax: +31 (0) 485 586 222
Email: sales.oss@marel.com
Web: www.marel.com

MAUTING s.r.o.

Nothum Food Processing Systems

Mikulovská 362
691 42 Valtice
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 519 352 761
Fax: +420 519 352 764
Email: info@mauting.com
Web: www.mauting.com

631 South Kansas Avenue
Springfield, Missouri
65802 USA
Tel: +1 417-831-2816
Email: nothum@nothum.com
Web: www.nothum.com

PRODUCTOS SUR, S.A

Poly-clip Systems GmbH & Co.KG

Saavedra Fajardo, parc. 27/7
San Ginés (Murcia)
30169 Spain
Tel: +34 968 881 991
Email: info@prosur.es
Web: www.prosur.es

Niedeckerstraße 1
65795 Hattersheim a. M.
Germany
Tel: +49 6190 8886-0
Email: contact@polyclip.de
Web: www.polyclip.com

REX-Technologie GmbH & Co. KG

Provisur Technologies GmbH

Irlachstraße 31
5303 Thalgau
Austria
Tel: +43(0)6235-6116-29
Fax: +43(0)6235-6529
Email: office@rex-technologie.com
Web: www.rex-technologie.com

Magdenauerstrasse 34
9230Flawil
Switzerland
Tel: +41 713941560
Fax+41 713941569
Email: info@provisur.com
Web: www.provisur.com

Maschinenfabrik Seydelmann KG

SAIREM

Hölderlinstraße 9
70174 Stuttgart,
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)711 / 49 00 90-0
Fax: +49 (0)711 / 49 00 90-90
Email: info@seydelmann.com
Web: www.seydelmann.com

82 rue Elisée Reclus
69150 Décines-Charpieu
France
Tel: +33 (0)4 72 01 81 60
Email: welcome@sairem.com
Web: www.sairem.com

STEEN F.P.M. International

Sealpac International bv

Franse Weg 33
B-2920 Kalmthout
Belgium
Tel: +32-(0)3/665.04.00
Fax: +32-(0)3/665.34.58
Email: info@steen.be
Web: www.steen.be
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Langekamp 2
NL-3848 DX Harderwijk
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)341 46 20 30
Fax: +31 (0)341 46 20 33
Email: info@sealpacinternational.com
Web: www.sealpacinternational.com

Karl Tichy Handelsgesellschaft mbH

ULMA Packaging

Salaberg 23,
A-3350 Haag
Austria
Tel: +43 664/4433221
Fax: +43 7434/44459
Email: tichykarl@aon.at
Web: www.tichytrading.at

Garibai, 28
20560 Oñati (Gipuzkoa)
Spain
Tel: +34 943 73 92 00
Email: info@ulmapackaging.com
Web: www.ulmapackaging.com
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We reserve the right to make any necessary changes.

SUBSCRIBE TO MEATING POINT MAGAZINE
TODAY AND RECEIVE YOUR HADR COPY
MAILED DIRECTLY TO YOUR OFFICE
Fill in the form below to process your inquiry!
1. Business Classification:
Type

Industry Sector

Position

Manufacturer
Supplier
Distributor
Import/Export
Other (please specify)

Meat
Poultry
Fish
Ingredients
Other (please specify)

Management
Product Development
Production
Packaging
Research& Development

2. I wish to subscribe to Meating Point Magazine for a year.
The subscription shall start

in beginning of ………………

UK - GBP 56
EUROPE - EUR 86
USA and the rest of the world - USD 96
Payment:
Check enclosed
Bill me
Paypall
3.Subscriber’s contacts:
Company:........................
Name :............................
Position:.........................
Addres:..........................

Country:........................
Phone:..........................
Fax:.............................
E-mail:..........................

Date: ............................

Signature:......................

MAIL US TO: SUBSCRIBE@meatingpoint-mag.com
or
CALL : +44 (0) 7763 751 782

Canada International Meat Exhibition

Your Industry, New Markets
Products . Machinary . Retail Equipments

28-30 Sept 2022

Enercare Exhibition Place
TORONTO

meatexcanada.com

